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I. INTRODUCTION: SHOULD PLANT GENES BE SUBJECT TO PATENT
CLAIMS?
President Thomas Jefferson, in many ways the architect of the
American system of family farms said, "[tihe greatest service which can
be rendered any country is to add a useful plant to its culture."1 Today,
ownership and control of the plant genetic resources Jefferson recognized
as being so important promises to shape the development of agriculture
production in the U.S. and abroad.2 The issues of ownership and control
of plant genetic resources were the source of international conflict at the
1992 United Nation environmental conference in Rio, where U.S. oppo-
sition to provisions on intellectual property rights in a proposed interna-
tional treaty on biodiversity3 brought legal control of plant genetic
resources to world attention.4 Notwithstanding this recent publicity,
most people, including farmers, are unaware a controversy exists that
may shape what they eat or how they farm. Questions concerning com-
mercial access to and control over the world's plant genetic resources
and the use of genetic engineering, may become some of the most impor-
tant legal issues facing society. Advances in biotechnology and the com-
mercial promise of genetic engineering have brought increased attention
to the potential for creating new plants and new uses for plant genetic
resources.' Biotechnology may hold the key to answering the world's
1. THE GARDEN AND FARM BOOKS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 509 (Robert C. Baron ed., 1987).
2. In recent years, a veritable library has been written on these issues. Two of the most valua-
ble resources are JACK RALPH KLOPPENBURG, JR., FIRST THE SEED: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY
OF PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY 1492-2000 (1988) and SEEDS AND SOVEREIGNTY (J.R. Kloppenburg
ed., 1988). Other recent books addressing these issues include: STEVEN C. WITT, BRIEF BOOK:
BIOTECHNOLOGY AND GENETIC DIVERSITY (1985); CARY FOWLER & PAT MOONEY, SHATTER-
ING: FOOD, POLITICS AND THE Loss OF GENETIC DIVERSITY (1990); LAWRENCE BUSCH et a.,
PLANTS, POWER, AND PROFIT: SOCIAL, ECONOMIC, AND ETHICAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE NEW
BIOTECHNOLOGIES (1991); HENK HOBBELINK, BIOTECHNOLOGY AND THE FUTURE OF WORLD
AGRICULTURE (1991). For an excellent introduction to many of these issues, see LEANNA LAMOLA,
PLANT INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY, THE SEED INDUSTRY AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER (1992).
3. See Convention on Biological Diversity, June 5, 1992, United Nations Environment Pro-
gramme, reprinted in 31 I.L.M. 818 (1992) [hereinafter Biodiversity Treaty].
4. For a review of the conflicting views in the U.S. delegation on the Biodiversity Treaty, see
Paul Raeburn, The Convention on Biological Diversity: Landmark Earth Summit Pact Opens Uncer-
tain New Era for Use and Exchange of Genetic Resources, DIVERSITY, vol. 8, No. 2, 1992, at 4. Steve
Usdin, Biotech Industry Played Key Role in U.S. Refusal to Sign BioConvention, DIVERSITY, vol. 8,
No. 2, 1992, at 8.
5. For purposes of this article, the term "biotechnology" means "any technological applica-
tion that uses biological systems, living organisms, or derivatives thereof to make or modify products
or processes for specific use," as defined in Article 2 of the Biodiversity Treaty, supra note 3. As
used in this article, the term will concern primarily plant genetic resources used in agriculture. In
some contexts, biotechnological processes, which include applied scientific processes involving site
specific manipulation of genetic material, i.e. genetic engineering, will be contrasted to traditional
plant breeding, which uses natural methods of plant fertilization, such as crossing of parents to
create hybrids and the selection of mutations or "sports" to develop improved genetics.
3
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nutritional needs, discovery of industrial uses for agricultural products,
new economic prosperity for farmers, and the creation of new
pharmaceuticals to address diseases threatening world health.6 An ele-
ment of urgency has been added to the debate as society recognizes how
the destruction of tropical rain forests and other ruinous activities erode
the genetic diversity, which holds the promise for genetic engineering,
often before it can be evaluated by scientists.' Concerns over genetic ero-
sion and the loss or replacement of local genetic material with improved
varieties designed to increase and modernize food production have inten-
sified efforts to collect and conserve genetic materials for crops. Every-
one involved with agricultural production and the improvement of
genetic materials recognizes the importance of conserving existing plant
genetic resources, which will provide the base for future efforts at plant
breeding and genetic engineering. The act of granting intellectual prop-
erty rights in plants in itself does not necessarily contribute to the loss of
genetic resources. Other human activities, such as deforestation and the
substitution of improved seeds for traditional crops, are more directly a
concern. Part of the challenge is ensuring that, as the world recognizes
the commerical value of plant genetic resources and allows claims of
ownership to be established, adequate safeguards and measures are taken
to guarantee the conservation of plant genetic resources.
Biotechnology may address a multitude of human needs. It may
also enrich many. These promises, however, are accompanied by a host
of complex legal issues that must be answered. The ultimate goal for
many is profit, but for others it is feeding humanity and seeking equity
between the world's "haves and have nots."8 The question is who will
benefit from unleashing the power of the world's plant genes?9 Will it be
the scientists and companies who develop and market improved seeds
6. See, eg., Veronica Fowler, Soybeans May Promise Cancer Cure, DES MOINES REG., May 3,
1992, at 1J (reporting on research at Iowa State University concerning the affect that consumption of
soy based products such as tofu and soymilk may have on preventing certain types of cancer, notably
breast, colon and rectal); Dai. Looker, Corn Hybrid Research Breakthrough, DES MOINES REG.,
Apr. 10, 1992, at 10S (reporting on the potential to genetically engineer corn for resistance to Euro-
pean corn borer, one of main plant pests affecting corn growers which is now controled primarily by
pesticides).
7. The loss of biological diversity and its impact on the global food system has been discussed
in many recent books and articles, perhaps most notably by Vice President Gore, who notes in his
recent best seller, EARTH IN THE BALANCE 144 (1992), that "the single most serious strategic threat
to the global food system is the threat of genetic erosion: the loss of germ plasm and the increased
vulnerability of food crops to their natural enemies." See also Robert Rhoades, The World's Food
Supply at Risk, NAT. GEOGRAPHIC, Apr. 1991, at 74.
8. See Heinrich von Loesch, Gene Wars: The Double Helix Is a Hot Potato, CERES #131,
Sept.-Oct. 1991, at 39.
9. For different perspectives on these issues, see, for example, CARY FOWLER & PAT
MOONEY, SHATTERING: FOOD, POLITICS, AND THE Loss OF GENETIC DIVERSITY (1990); SEEDS
[Vol. 28:587
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and the products they yield, as well as the farmers who raise them? Will
the nations, which claim national sovereignty to the genes, or the tradi-
tional farmers, who argue they preserved the genetic resources, receive a
portion of the profits developed from their national wealth? Who will
decide who controls the wealth of nature and the results of the laboratory
- patent lawyers, courts, diplomats, scientists, lawmakers, or the mar-
ketplace? Should farmers have a say in the debate?
Questions of ownership of plant genetic resources and what forms of
plant intellectual property rights (PIPR) the international community
will recognize are central issues in the international debate, but there are
other significant issues to be resolved: the national sovereignty of the
countries of origins where the plants developed; the rights of plant breed-
ers to have access to these plants; and the control and ownership of plant
genetic resources stored in seed banks throughout the world.10
A fundamental goal for many social activists and leaders in develop-
ing countries is protecting the interests of traditional farmers, who it is
argued over centuries selected and preserved the genetic resources that
today fuel biotechnology. For the seed industry, fundamental goals are
(1) maintaining access to genetic materials to assist plant breeding and
(2) to protect methods of claiming intellectual property rights, which will
allow companies to market their inventions. The issues raised in this
debate operate at many levels, both within and between nations. The
rights of U.S. farmers to save and replant seeds raised on their land, the
ability of plant breeders to recoup their investments and profit from in-
ventions, and the "patentability" of living material are all important is-
sues now coming into focus as the commercialization of biotechnology in
agriculture becomes a reality. II One scholar and observer has accurately
labeled the process now underway as the "commodification" of plant
genetic resources. 2
AND SOVEREIGNTY: THE USE AND CONTROL OF PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES (Jack Kloppenburg
ed., 1988).
10. See generally DONALD L. PLUCKNETT et al., GENE BANKS AND THE WORLD'S FOOD
(1987).
11. See, eg., David N. Leff, Future Foods, WORLD MONITOR, Oct. 1992, at 30.
12. JACK RALPH KLOPPENBURG, JR., FIRST THE SEED: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF PLANT
BIOTECHNOLOGY, 1492-2000, at 9-11 (1988). He notes that the dual biological nature of seeds, both
as a means of replacement and as a crop, has presented obstacles to the capitalist penetration of
agriculture, but that capitalism has pursued two routes to achieve the commodification of the seed.
The first has been technical in nature as seen with the hybridization of corn, which requires the
farmer to return to the marketplace to buy new seed each year. He notes, "Hybridization has proved
to be an eminently effective technological solution to the biological barrier that historically had
prevented more than a minimum of private investment in crop improvement." The second approach
has been social. He describes it as, "a second path to the encouragement of private investment in
plant breeding. If property rights to privately developed plant varieties are established, the two
19931
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The debate and struggle over control of plant genetic resources is
being waged in many international forums. In addition to the Biodivers-
ity Treaty, the U.N. Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has
adopted an "International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources,"
based on the "universally accepted principle that plant genetic resources
are a heritage of mankind and consequently should be available without
restriction" and incorporating the concepts of farmers' rights and na-
tional sovereignty.13 The International Union for the Protection of New
Varieties of Plants (UPOV) in Geneva administers the intergovernmental
convention signed by many developed countries to protect the interests of
plant breeders.14 The Uruguay Round of the GATT negotiations in-
cludes the trade related intellectual property accord requiring recogni-
tion of PIPR, (TRIPs)"5 as does the new North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA). The issue is also being debated at publicly funded
international agricultural research centers (IARCs),16 universities, and in
the board rooms of companies involved in plant breeding, seed produc-
tion, and genetic engineering.
On the domestic front, the legal issues involving control of plant
genetic resources are confronted by the U.S. Patent Office, courts, Con-
gressional committees, the USDA, and even state legislatures. 7 Interna-
tionally, the debate has pitted developing countries in the South against
social souls embedded in the seed can be split by institutional as well as technical force. The seed
can be rendered a commodity by legislative fiat as well as by biological manipulation."
13. See Harold Bordwin, The Legal and Political Implications of the International Undertaking
on Plant Genetic Resources, 12 ECOLOGY L.Q. 1053 (1985).
14. See John Barton, The International Breeders'Rights System and Crop Plant Innovation, 216
SCIENCE, June 1982, at 1071; John Barton, Patenting Life, Sa. AM., Mar. 1991, at 40. For a general
discussion of the operation of UPOV, see the text accompanying notes 56-66, infra.
15. See, eg., Uruguay Round of GAT Provides New Forum for Debating Germplasm Owner-
ship Issues, DIvEasrry, vol. 6, Nos. 3, 4 1990, at 39.
16. See J. G. Hawles, Plant Genetic Resources: The Impact of the International Agricultural
Research Centers, Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR) Study Pa-
per Number 3, 1985, The World Bank.
17. Most states have enacted seed laws which control the labelling and sale of seeds, see, e.g.,
Minnesota Seed Law, MINN. STAT. ANN. §§ 21.80-92 (West Supp. 1993).
[Vol. 28:587
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their Northern friends, private plant breeders against publicly funded re-
searchers, 8 and small farm advocates against large multinational corpo-
rations.19 For the most part, at least until now, these issues have been
the domain of a small group of interests, including, U.S. seed companies,
many of which are controlled by large international chemical conglomer-
ates;20 the emerging agricultural biotechnology industry; traditional
plant breeders at publicly funded institutions; patent attorneys; and dip-
lomats.21 With few exceptions, the voices of farmers both in the U.S. and
in the developing world have not been heard.
The goal of this article is to explore issues related to the internation-
alization of intellectual property rights in plant genetic resources. The
article begins with a discussion of how intellectual property law applies
to agricultural crops. This discussion includes a review of the controver-
sial history of PIPR claims in the international "Seed Wars" of the
1980's and the role of the UPOV convention in applying the concept of
"breeders' rights" in many developed countries. The introduction ends
with a discussion of the attitudes of American farmers regarding the de-
bate over PIPR. This background provides the foundation for analyzing
four legal issues that illustrate the broad context and application of PIPR
in plant genetic resources in an international context:
18. For example, a debate exists within the plant breeding programs of the land grant colleges
that have traditionally released new varieties to the public without IPR protections. Shortages of
research funds have led universities to look at plant innovations as a possible source of revenue. As a
result, universities are encouraging publicly funded researchers to allow the universities to seek IPR
protections, usually in connection with technology transfer programs. Many public plant breeders
fear these efforts to commercialize their research is unfair to the public and will adversely affect the
educational purposes of their programs. For an article describing such a controversy at Iowa State
University, see Plant Breeder Wins ISU's "Public Release" Tug-of-War, Seed & Crops Industry J.,
Jan. 1993, at 7 (discussing plant breeder's insistence that several new parent lines of corn be released
for further development without seeking patent protections). For a more detailed discussion of the
two sides of this debate, see Chris Minion, Publicly Funded Scientific Entrepreneurs Are Entitled to
Profit from Their Discoveries, J. AGRIC. & ENVTL. ETHICS, at 186; Amnon Goldworth, Publicly
Funded Scientific Entrepreneurs Are Not Entitled to Profit from Their Discoveries, J. AGRIC. &
ENVTL. ETHICS (1991), at 192.
19. For an example of the concerns of small farm advocates, see Jack Doyle, The Gene Revolu-
tion: Food Without Farmers?, 2 PRAIRIE J., Spring 1991, at 8. Doyle authored one of the first books
published in the U.S. about the impact of biotechnology on agriculture. JACK DOYLE, ALTERED
HARVEST: AGRICULTURE, GENETICS, AND THE FATE OF THE WORLD'S FOOD SUPPLY (1985).
20. In late 1985, Imperial Chemical Industries (ICI), an international conglomerate headquar-
tered in London, purchased Garst Seed Co. of Coon Rapids, Iowa, to give the company a foothold in
the American seed industry and to create the potential for movement into agricultural biotechnol-
ogy. See Timothy Harper, Imperial Chemical Bets on Biotech and Garst for US. Growth, DES
MOINES REG., May 18, 1986, at 1. The continued trend toward large chemical and petroleum
companies acquiring U.S. seed companies raises fears about the direction of agricultural research in
the U.S. See George Anthan, Chemical, Seed Firm Mergers Raise Farm Concern, DES MOINES
REG., Aug. 28, 1989, at IA.
21. For example, the Plant Biotechnology Committee of the American Intellectual Property
Law Association had twenty-two members in 1991.
1993]
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1) the role of international accords in promoting a Western ap-
proach to PIPR, which examines the provisions of the TRIPs accord and
NAFTA and considers the shift of attention to plant genes from a social
to an environmental basis, as reflected in the Biodiversty Treaty;
2) how developing countries may come to view plant genetic re-
sources as a national resource for commercial exploitation, as reflected in
"plant prospecting agreements," and how a race to commercialize and
claim PIPR may affect the work of international seed banks, which hold
much of the world's crop genetics;
3) how changing protections of PIPR may affect the structure of
American agriculture by limiting the right of U.S. farmers to replant
seeds and by promoting "identity preserved" marketing using integrated
production contracts which may further the industrialization of agricul-
ture; and
4) how the American system of PIPR being projected internation-
ally is in a period of legal uncertainty, as seen both in numerous disputes
between agricultural biotechnology companies over who "owns" what
and what types of plant life are "patentable," as well as in the debate over
public acceptance of genetically engineered food, which may limit the
influence of biotechnology on agricultural production.
The discussion of these issues, in themselves a legal agenda for fu-
ture resolution, makes it possible to draw conclusions as to how interna-
tionalization of PIPR will affect global agricultural production and trade.
II. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AND PLANTS: PROTECTIONS
AVAILABLE IN THE U.S.
To appreciate the international controversy over PIPR, it is first
necessary to understand how American IPR law applies to plants.22
Many developed countries recognize some form of legal right in plant
materials developed by plant breeders.23 The U.S. is the most advanced
in applying the full range of intellectual property protections to living
22. For a discussion of these laws, see Robert Jondle, Overview and Status of Plant Proprietary
Rights, 52 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGITS ASSOCIATED wrrIH PLANTS 5 (1989); see also GLEN
BURGOS & DANIEL LEVLES, PLANTS AS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: AMERICAN PRACTICE, LAW
AND POLICY IN WORLD CONTEXT (California Institute of Technology, Humanities Working Paper
No. 144, Oct. 1991); Edmund Sease, From Microbes to Corn Seeds, to Oysters, to Mice: Patentability
of New Life Forms, 38 DRAKE L. REv. 551 (1989).
23. Twenty-three nations, mostly developed countries, are currently members of UPOV:
Belgium, Canada, The Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, Slovakia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdon, and the United States. In recent years a number of developing coun-
tries have also enacted PIPR laws. See, eg., Implementing Particulars for Agricultural Crop Seeds of
[Vol. 28:587
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materials, including plants.24 U.S. plant breeders have several options
for protecting a new variety, developed through either traditional plant
breeding or through the use of biotechnology. First, they may claim
"breeders rights" to new sexually reproducing varieties under the Plant
Variety Protection Act (PVPA).21 This approach is most commonly
used for cross- or self-pollinating crops such as wheat, cotton, and soy-
beans. Second, for asexually reproducing plants, those reproduced by
using cuttings or scions of the original plant, such as fruit trees, the
breeder can claim a "plant patent" under the 1930 Plant Patent Act
(PPA).26 This act, the first legal protection for plant breeders, was
largely the work of an industry committee led by Paul Stark of the Mis-
souri nursery family.27 Passage of the PPA was influenced by the diffi-
culties experienced by famed plant breeder Luther Burbank in obtaining
commercial rewards for his inventions.2' Third, under a 1985 decision of
the U.S. Patent Office, Ex Parte Hibberd,29 a plant breeder may obtain a
utility patent on a newly developed plant variety. The Patent Office deci-
sion to allow patenting of plant varieties was based on the 1980 U.S.
Supreme Court decision in Diamond v. Chakrabarty , which approved
Seed Administration Regulations of the People's Republic of China, Decree of the Ministry of Agri-
culture, No. 7, approved June 19, 1991, which provides a set of laws for controlling the development
and use of plant germ plasm in China.
24. See John H. Barton, Patenting Life, 264 Sci. AM., Mar. 1991, at 40.
25. 7 U.S.C. §§ 2321-2583 (1970). For a discussion of the law, see, for example, Scott D. Weg-
ner, The Plant Variety Protection Act: Has the Farmer Exemption Swallowed the Act?, 9 AGRIc. L.
UPDATE, Apr. 1992, at 4.
26. 35 U.S.C. §§ 161-164 (1992).
27. For a discussion of the role of the Stark family in developing the American plant and
nursery industry, see Terry Dickson, The Stark Story, THE BULLETIN (Mo. Hist. Soc'y, St. Louis,
Mo.), Sept. 1966, at 1.
28. For a discussion of the role of Stark and Burbank in the enactment of this law, see PETER
DREYER, A GARDENER TOUCHED WITH GENIUs: THE LIFE OF LUTHER BURBANK (1985).
29. 227 U.S.P.Q. (BNA) 443 (1985). The language of the ruling is significant because it pro-
vides the basis for much of the current expansion of IPR on plant genetic resources. The court
noted:
We disagree with these contentions that the scope of patentable subject matter under Sec-
tion 101 has been narrowed or restricted by the passage of the PPA and the PVPA and that
these plant-specific Acts represent the exclusive forms of protection for plant life covered
by those acts. The position taken by the examiner presents a question of statutory con-
struction concerning the scope of patentable subject matter under 35 USC 101, i.e., has the
scope of Section 101 been narrowed or restricted by reason of the enactment of the plant-
specific Acts.
In cases of statutory construction we begin, as did the Court in Diamond v.
Chakrabarty [447 U.S. 303 (1980)], with the language of the statutes. The language of
Section 101 ... has been interpreted by the Supreme Court to include everything under the
sun that is made by man.... We have examined the provisions of the PPA and the PVPA
and we find, as did appellants, that neither the PPA nor the PVPA expressly excludes any
plant subject matter from protection under Section 101.
Id. at 444-45.
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the patenting of living organisms developed by genetic engineering.3" In
the years since these decisions, hundreds of patents have been issued for
plant varieties. The application of U.S patent law to plants has moved
rapidly to the point that, in recent months, one company has announced
it has received a patent on all forms of genetically engineered cotton.31
In addition to the formal mechanisms outlined above, plant breeders
have other more informal ways to protect their inventions. For example,
breeders of hybrid seed corn use the law of trade secrets to protect the
identity of their parent lines.32 Companies that market improved genet-
ics may also provide seed to producers under contractual arrangements
that commit the producer to not save or sell any of the harvested crop as
seed. The contractual claims may be included in the label when the seed
is sold, as is done with limited-use licensing for computer software.
The seed industry and the growing agricultural biotechnology in-
dustry have actively pursued expanded PIPR under the leadership of the
American Seed Trade Association (ASTA), whose 800 members repre-
sent private plant breeders, seed companies, and biotechnology firms.
The ASTA, whose motto is "First the Seed," has issued a position state-
ment on "Intellectual Property Rights for the Seed Industry," which
strongly endorses the expansion of PIPR to include "patenting" new
plant innovations.33 In addition, several other organizations, including
30. Diamond v. Chakrabarty, 447 U.S. 303 (1980). Because this decision is the fountainhead
from which expansion of intellectual property protections for living materials has flowed, readers
interested in the legal foundation for PIPR should read the opinion. One issue in connection with
efforts to expand the use of plant patents on the international basis concerns the ability to obtain a
patent on a plant "discovered" in the wild as opposed to one developed through some form of
biotechnological process. Chakrabarty appears to resolve this issue in the negative when the Court
said, "This is not to suggest that § 101 has no limits or that it embraces every discovery. The laws of
nature, physical phenomena, and abstract ideas have been held not patentable (citations omitted)
Thus, a new mineral discovered in the earth or a new plant found in the wild is not patentable
subject material." Id at 309. The development of patents for animals has been slower than for
plants, but in 1988 the U.S. Patent Office awarded a patent on a mouse genetically engineered by
Harvard scientists to carry a cancer-promoting gene. See, eg., Lisa J. Raines, Biotechnology Group
Says Right to Patent Animals Is Needed, FEEDSTUFS, Apr. 24, 1989, at 36. In late December, 1992,
the Patent Office issued several additional animal patents, including the first one granted to a private
company, possibly indicating a new attitude toward granting animal patents. See Edmund L. An-
drews, US. Resumes Granting Patents on Genetically Altered Animals, N.Y. TIMEs, Feb. 3, 1993, at
IA.
31. See Karol Wrage, Agracetus Claims Patent on "All" Genetically Engineered Cotton," SEEDS
& CROPS INDUSTRY J., Jan. 1993, at 10. The nature of this claim is discussed in section VII.A.3,
infra.
32. See Pioneer Hi-Bred Int'l, Inc. v. Holden Found. Seeds, Inc., 105 F.R.D. 76 (N.D. Ind.
1985); see also Note, The "Genetic Message" from the Cornfields of Iowa: Expanding the Law of
Trade Secrets, 38 DRAKE L. Rav. 631 (1989). The case is now on appeal to the United States Court
of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit, No. 92-3292.
33. The resolution, approved by the ASTA Board of Directors, June 29, 1990, provides:
ASTA supports the following fundamental concepts to be in the public interest in develop-
ment and application of patent and PVP conventions and laws on a worldwide basis:
[Vol. 28:587
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the Industrial Biotechnology Organization (IBO) and the Association of
Biotechnology Companies (ABC), have promoted PIPR both in the U.S.
and abroad.
There are several important points to recognize about these various
forms of legal protection. First, the term "patent" is often used very
loosely and inaccurately in discussions of PIPR. For example, commen-
tators often refer to "plant variety patents" under the PVPA; however,
this usage is inaccurate. The protection afforded by the PVPA is in the
form of a plant variety protection certificate. The PVP certificate offers
"patent-like" protection to the breeder for a period of 18 years, but is a
(1) New inventive genetic components of plants are eligible to qualify for patent protection
in the U.S. and should be so eligible worldwide. Rights to such genetic material should
extend to other plant varieties which contain and express the trait(s) of such genetic
material.
(2) As is the case with the application of patent law to non-plant forms of intellectual
property, processes, including essentially biological processes, are eligible to qualify for
patent protection, provided that human intervention in the process is involved in causing
the result.
(3a) Varieties which are essentially derived but nonetheless clearly distinguishable from
existing protected varieties qualify for legal protection but should only be commercialized
with the consent of the owner of the original variety. A new variety should be considered
to be essentially derived from a protected variety if, in view of its characteristics and
method of development, it would be considered by a plant breeder of ordinary skill in the
species to have incorporated in the new variety essentially the entire genotype of the pro-
tected variety. Factors to be considered in evaluating the method of development should
include the sources of germplasm used, and the breeding methods employed, including the
reasonably expected results of those methods.
(3b) Varieties per se are currently protectable under PVP and utility patent laws in the
U.S. Such protected varieties should continue to be available to plant breeders for experi-
mental use, except when used exclusively as hybrid parents. The scope of such experimen-
tal use under the utility patent law may require determination by the courts. Such
availability is currently protected under both forms of protection. The research exemption
under PVP already makes protected material available for developing and marketing new
varieties. Likewise, the exhaustion of patent rights which applies to patented material
purchased from the patent owners also provides such availability for developing and mar-
keting new varieties.
(4) Farmers should have restrictions on their ability to save and plant saved seed of vari-
eties protected by PVP and varieties which contain patented genetic components. The
"right to save seed" exemption for farmers under the PVP Act must be significantly tight-
ened to prevent abuses which now substantially undermine breeders rights, and farmers
rights to sell seed for reproductive purposes should be eliminated.
(5) Genetic components or characteristics of crops should be eligible for patent protections
only where they satisfy the strictly applied leal requirements for patentability. Alternative
genetic approaches to achieve the same characteristic or trait in crops should also be eligi-
ble for patent protection when they meet existing legal standards.
(6) In recognition of the above, and subject to (7) below, the law should protect the rights
of inventors to commercialize their technology either by retaining exclusive rights or by
licensing, as they find appropriate.
(7) The granting of patent claims which are not adequately supported should be discour-
aged and where such claims are granted, they should be invalidated. Individual varieties,
characteristics of crops, genetic components or processes of genetic manipulation should be
required to be licensed to others only in extraordinary instances involving national inter-
ests. Licensing which enhances germplasm availability or genetic diversity should be
encouraged.
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form of sui generis IPR. This type of protection, as provided under
either the PVPA or UPOV, is more accurately described as "breeder's
rights," the usage herein. More confusion may arise when references are
made to "plant patents" under the PPA. This usage is accurate but con-
fusing because it refers only to the unique form of patent protection spe-
cifically provided for asexually reproducing plants. The modem usage of
the word "patent" to apply to a plant variety, as reflected in Ex Parte
Hibberd, refers to a true patent, no different from that given to the inven-
tor of a washing machine or a windshield wiper blade. Patents for plants
are often referred to as utility patents to distinguish them from "plant
patents" under the PPA. Second, there are important differences be-
tween the legal standards that must be satisfied to receive a utility patent
and the legal standards that must be satisfied to receive breeders' rights
under the PVPA. To receive a patent, the applicant must convince the
patent examiner that the invention exhibits novelty, utility, and nonobvi-
ousness. In contrast to receive breeders' rights under the PVPA, the
tests are novelty, uniformity, stability, and distinctiveness.34 The use of
"nonobviousness" as a second threshold beyond distinctiveness is what
makes the process of obtaining a plant utility patent more difficult. The
issue is whether plant breeders experienced in the field would have ex-
pected the result obtained.35
The distinction between "patents" and "breeders' rights" is more
than grammatical. There are two significant differences between the
legal protections available under "breeders rights" and "patents." First,
breeders' rights are subject to what is known as a research exemption,
which allows other plant breeders to use the protected variety in develop-
ing a new variety, and new varieties may likewise be protected under the
act. 6 The breeder of the new variety does not have to pay the creator of
the first variety any licensing fee or royalty. The main controversy
within the seed industry in connection with the research exemption has
been establishing the "minimum distance" that must separate a new vari-
ety in terms of its performance or characteristics in order to allow protec-
tion as a distinct variety. This has been a central issue among UPOV
34. For a discussion of these distinctions, see Robert Jondle, Overview and Status of Plant Pro-
prietary Rights, 52 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS ASSOCIATED WITH PLANTS 5 (1989).
35. In 1992 the Senate passed the Biotechnology Patent Protection Act, 102d Cong., 2d Sess.
§ 101 (1992), which would have amended U.S. patent law (35 U.S.C. § 282 (1952)) to remove the
non-obvious requirement for biotechnological processes. See 129 CONG. REC. S14313-14 (daily ed.
Sept. 21, 1992); 128 CONG. REC. S14095-99 (daily ed. Sept. 18, 1992).
36. 7 U.S.C. § 2544 (1982) provides, "The use and reproduction of a protected variety for plant
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members, who agreed to new provisions in the 1991 convention concern-
ing "essentially derived varieties." These provisions are designed to pro-
tect holders of breeders' rights from appropriation by others, for
example, a biotechnology company taking the results of years of plant
breeding and, by inserting one gene, developing a new patentable plant
without providing any compensation to the traditional plant breeder. 7
The second important distinction between breeders' rights and pat-
ents is that breeders' rights are subject to a farmer exemption, which
allows farmers to save seed to plant future crops, also known as a "plant
back" or "crop exemption."' 38 The PVPA even contains a unique provi-
sion not found in other UPOV members which allows farmers to sell
protected seed to other farmers, a controversial issue to private seed
breeders, as discussed in section VI.A.
In contrast to breeders' rights, utility patents granted for plant vari-
eties are not explicitly subject to either a research or farmers' exemption.
This means the holder of a patent on a new plant variety, such as a soy-
bean genetically engineered to have a higher oil content, could allege in-
fringement and request a licensing arrangement from any plant breeder
using the variety in its product development. It also means farmers may
legally obtain the seed only under authority of the patent holder.39 The
greater economic protection afforded by patents on plant varieties ex-
plains why this form of protection is favored by American biotechnology
companies and why the U.S. has promoted "patenting" of plant varieties
in various international trade agreements.
37. For a discussion of how the concept of "essentially derived varieties" may be applied, see
ESSENTIALLY DERIVED VARIETIES, UPOV (International Union for the Protection of New Vari-
eties of Plant for the Sixth Meeting of International Organizations, Geneva) Oct. 30, 1992.
38. 7 U.S.C. § 2543 (1982). The interpretation of the farmer exemption to the PVPA is dis-
cussed in detail in the text accompanying notes 137-161, infra. The farmers exemption applies to
saving seed from any PVPA protected seed, including those crops in which seed is not typically the
material harvested, for example, alfalfa.
39. Whether farmers raising crops from patented seeds will be able to save or sell any of the
crop for seeding purposes, without being subject to charges of patent infringement, is subject to some
debate. While there is an implied license to use a patented product when purchased, which could
arguably include saving the seed for replanting, it is most likely that patented seed will only be sold
under contracts or licensing arrangements in which the farmer never takes title to the seed or agrees
not to save or sell any of the parent material for reproductive purposes. See NICHOLAS J. SEAY,
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS IN PLANTS, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS: PROTECTION
OF PLANT MATERIALS 59-79 (1993). Mr. Seay notes the development and legal interpretation of the
enforceability of "post-sale" restrictions on the use of patented plant material may look to the devel-
oping jurisprudence in the computer software field for guidance. See, e.g., Vault Corp. v. Quaid
Software Ltd., 847 F.2d 255 (5th Cir. 1988); Mallinckrodt, Inc. v. Medipart, Inc., 976 F.2d 700
(Fed. Cir. 1992) (interpreting single-use provisions). These cases raise questions about the ability of
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III. A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON THE
"INTERNATIONALIZATION" OF THE PIPR DEBATE
In addition to appreciating the different types of IPR available for
plants, a historical frame of reference helps in understanding the current
international debate over PIPRs. Three subjects provide this back-
ground: first, the role of the FAO as a forum for the Seed Wars of the
1980's and recent efforts to harmonize past tensions; second, the role of
UPOV in advancing the international recognition of PIPR; and third, the
attitudes of U.S. farmers on issues of ownership and control of plant
germ plasm.
A. The FAO Undertaking and the Seed Wars: Has Conflict Given
Way to Commodification?
The present international debate began in the early 1980's when the
representatives of developing nations (the South) became concerned over
actions by the plant breeding industry in developed countries (the
North), especially as to the free flow of germ plasm from South to
North." One observer described the South's concerns as follows:
Why, they asked, were patented seeds, ultimately of Third World ori-
gin, bringing profits to multinational seed corporations without corre-
sponding compensation for the Third World? Why were the South's
genetic resources being poorly conserved in seed banks, and stored pri-
marily in the North or under the control of northern industrialized
nations? 41
As a result of these concerns, representatives of the Third World forced
the issue of the ownership and use of plant genetic resources onto the
international agenda. The primary forum for doing so was the U.N.'s
FAO. The primary mechanism used was the creation in 1983 of the
FAO Commission on Plant Genetic Resources as the world forum for
discussing the use, control, and conservation of plant genetic resources.
The Commission's first major action was the development and adoption
of the "International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources" in 1983.
The purpose of the agreement, as reflected in Article One, is to "ensure
that plant genetic resources of economic/or social interest, particularly
for agriculture, will be explored, preserved, evaluated and made available
for plant breeding and for scientific purposes."42 The concept underlying
40. Two books helping trigger the debate were: P.R. MOONEY, SEEDS OF THE EARTH - A
PRIVATE OR PUBLIC RESOURCE? (1979) and P.R. MOONEY, THE LAW OF THE SEED (1983).
41. Hope Shand, There Is a Conflict Between Intellectual Property Rights and Right of Farmers
in Developing Countries, J. AGRIC. & ENVTL. ETHICS 131, 133 (1991).
42. Harold J. Bordwin, The Legal and Political Implications of the International Undertaking
[Vol. 28:587
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the agreement was the common heritage principle that "plant genetic
resources are a heritage of mankind and consequently should be available
without restriction. '4 3 The Undertaking made clear this open availabil-
ity was to apply to all genetic stocks including "special genetic stocks,"
which is interpreted broadly to include the specially bred proprietary
lines of seed breeders.
Broad application of the concept of common heritage was a major
factor in making the Undertaking controversial to the seed companies
and thus to the governments of the North. The undertaking, as later
developed, not only recognized breeders' rights, but also recognized two
other concepts - "national sovereignty" and "farmers' rights" - which
have become central issues in the international debate over control and
use of plant genetic resources.' The first concept reflects the ideal that
countries of origin have legal ownership of the plant genetic resources
found within their borders and, as a result, can control the acquisition
and use of the materials. The concept of national sovereignty has most
recently been endorsed in the terms of the 1992 Biodiversity Treaty."
The concept of farmers' rights was developed as a counterbalance to
breeders' rights and is a generalized recognition of the value contributed
to the development and preservation of plant genetic resources by the
indigenous farmers of a country of origin. The idea of farmers' rights
was developed in part as the justification and the mechanism for sharing
the economic benefits of plant genetic resources reaped by seed breeders
and farmers in the North with the peoples of the developing countries
from which the plant genetic resources were originally obtained. Farm-
ers' rights and compensation for use of plant genes obtained in develop-
ing countries are also found in the Biodiversity Treaty and provide the
basis for continuing tension over the use and control of plant genetic
resources.
The resulting controversy concerning the development of the Un-
dertaking and its subsequent refinement and interpretation became
known as the Seed Wars of the 1980's, a period marked by controversy
on Plant Genetic Resources, 12 ECOLOGY L.Q. 1053, 1062-63 (1985) (quoting Report of the Confer-
ence of FAO, 22nd Sess., Agenda Item 6, at 385, U.N. Doc. c/83/REP (1983)). The Bordwin
article provides a valuable and comprehensive discussion of the development of the Undertaking,
including how the term "Undertaking" was chosen to avoid issues concerning the legal affect of the
agreement.
43. Id.
44. Interpretation of the International Undertaking on Plant Genetic Resources, Food and Agri-
culture Organization of the United Nations, Rome, 25th Sess., U.N. Doe. C 89/24 (Nov. 11-30,
1989) [hereinafter FAO Interpretation].
45. See infra notes 99-119 and accompanying text.
1993]
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and rancor. The main concern of seed breeders in the North was the
"common heritage approach," which threatened their rights in the im-
proved proprietary breeding lines. Northern governments were con-
cerned that the concept of farmers' rights was an open ended mechanism
for the transfer of wealth from North to South." Since its adoption, over
100 countries have signed the Undertaking, but the U.S. has not. After
considerable debate and controversy, the language of the Undertaking
was modified to recognize breeders' rights, thereby minimizing the con-
cerns of seed companies that their improved lines would be expropriated.
In 1989, the FAO adopted a new interpretation of the Undertaking,
which acknowledged that breeders' rights are not incompatible with the
Undertaking and that legal protection for patented varieties was al-
lowed. 7 The agreed interpretation resulted in decisions in 1990 by the
46. For an excellent review of this period and the response of the U.S. seed industry, see KLOP-
PENBURG, supra note 2, at 170-75.
47. The language of the agreed interpretation is as follows:
The objective of the agreed interpretation is to achieve greater acceptance of the Inter-
national Undertaking, and to strengthen the conservation, use and availability of germ-
plasm, through mechanisms recognizing and legitimizing the rights to be compensated of
both germplasm donors and donors of funds and technology. This has been accomplished
through the simultaneous and parallel recognition of plant breeders' rights and farmers'
rights. The agreed interpretation set forth hereinafter is intended to lay the base for an
equitable, and therefore solid and lasting, global system, and thereby to facilitate the with-
drawal of reservations which countries may have made with regard to the International
Undertaking, and to secure the adherence of others.
(a) Plant breeders' rights as provided for under UPOV are not incompatible with the In-
ternational Undertaking;
(b) a state may impose only such minimum restrictions on the free exchange of materials
covered by Article 2.1(a) of the International Undertaking as are necessary for it to con-
form to its national and international obligations;
(c) states adhering to the Undertaking recognize the enormous contribution that farmers
of all regions have made to the conservation and development of plant genetic resources,
which constitute the basis of plant production throughout the world, and which form the
basis for the concept of farmers' rights;
(d) adhering states consider that the best way to implement the concept of farmers' rights
is to ensure the conservation, management and use of plant genetic resources, for the bene-
fit of present and future generations of farmers. This could be achieved through appropri-
ate means, monitored by the Commission on Plant Genetic Resources, including in
particular the International Fund for Plant Genetic Resources, already established by
FAO. To reflect the responsibility of those countries which have benefitted most from the
use of germ plasm, the Fund would benefit from being supplemented by further contribu-
tions from adhering governments, on a basis to be agreed upon, in order to ensure for the
Fund a sound and recurring basis. The International Fund should be used to support plant
genetic conservation, management and utilization programmes, particularly within devel-
oping countries, and those which are important sources of plant genetic material. Special
priority should be placed on intensified educational programmes for biotechnology special-
ists, and strengthening the capabilities of developing countries in genetic resource conser-
vation and management, as well as the improvement of plant breeding and seed
production.
It is understood that:
(i) the term "free access" does not mean free of charge, and
(ii) the benefits to be derived under the International Undertaking are part of a reciprocal
system, and should be limited to countries adhering to the International Undertaking.
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U.S. and Canada to join the FAO Commission, but not to sign the
Undertaking.
While further refinement of the Undertaking has dispelled some
concerns of the North, it has not resolved demands by the South for a
system to compensate farmers for their role in preserving and enhancing
plant genetic resources. In 1989, the FAO established the International
Fund for Plant Genetic Resources, administered by the FAO Commis-
sion on Plant Genetic Resources. However, the Fund has been relatively
inactive in large part due to lack of funding. Some of the tension and
bitterness of the early debate has subsided, and recent actions by the
FAO Conference concerning plant genetic resources have reflected
greater international harmony in efforts to preserve and share plant ge-
netic resources.48
In 1991, the FAO Conference adopted a Third Annex to the Under-
taking, reflecting the enhanced spirit of cooperation in using and preserv-
ing plant genetic resources. The Annex provides in part:
1) that nations have sovereign rights over their plant genetic
resources;
2) that breeders' lines and farners' breeding material should only be
available at the discretion of their developers during the period of
development;
3) that Farmers' Rights will be implemented through an international
fund on plant genetic resources which will support plant genetic con-
servation and utilization programs, particularly, but [not] exclusively,
in the developing countries.
4) that the effective conservation and sustainable utilization of plant
genetic resources is a pressing and permanent need and therefore the
resources for the international fund as well as for other funding mecha-
nisms should be substantial, sustainable, and based on the principles of
equity and transparency;
5) that through the Commission on Plant Genetic Resources, the do-
nors of genetic resources, funds and technology will determine and
oversee the policies, programs, and priorities of the fund and other
funding mechanisms, with the advice of the appropriate bodies.49
The Keystone International Dialogue on Plant Genetic Resources"
played a critical role in the effort to reduce international tensions. The
Fao Interpretation, supra note 42.
48. For a discussion of these developments, see, for example, Actions Taken by FAO Conference
Reflect New Era of Harmony for International Plant Genetic Resources, DIVERSrry, vol. 7, no. 4,
1991, at 4.
49. Id. at 50.
1993]
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Dialogue was initiated in 1988 "to bring together diverse interests to en-
gage in structured, off-the-record consensus-building dialogue to pro-
mote strong international commitment to plant genetic resources at the
community, national, regional, and global levels." 50 The project in-
volved an international committee, described as "a prestigious group of
forty-six individuals from twenty-six countries (including participants
from the seed industry, national governments, non-governmental organi-
zations, and scientific research institutions - both North and South)."5"
The committee held a series of world-wide meetings for the purpose of
developing a common understanding of the issues relating to plant ge-
netic resources. 2 The Dialogue resulted in a final report endorsing the
concept of an international "Fund for Plant Genetic Resources," which
would use mandatory contributions by participating nations to fund
compensation for farmers' rights as well as efforts to conserve plant ge-
netic resources.53 The Keystone Dialogues have been an important step
in bringing international understanding to these issues and led directly to
adoption of the Third Annex of the FAO Undertaking. 4 The develop-
ment of these issues in the FAO Undertaking and the Keystone Dialogue
in turn helped provide the basis for the recent treatment of PIPR in the
Biodiversity Treaty. 5 However, the underlying political, ethical, and
50. Final Consensus Report: Global Initiative for the Security and Sustainable Use of Plant
Genetic Resources, KEYSTONE CENTER (Keystone Int'l. Dialogue Series on Plant Genetic Re-
sources, Third Plenary Series, Oslo, Norway), May 31-June 4, 1991, at 1 [hereinafter Final Consen-
sus Report].
51. Shand, supra note 41, at 134-36.
52. See, eg., Final Consensus Report of the Keystone International Dialogue Series on Plant
Genetic Resources - Madras Plenary Session, KEYSTONE CENTER (Keystone Int'l Dialogue Series on
Plant Genetic Resources, Second Plenary Session), Jan. 29-Feb. 2, 1990. The project takes its name
from the U.S. think tank which funded the effort.
53. Final Consensus Report, supra note 50.
54. For a discussion of the role of the Keystone Dialogues in advancing international under-
standing on these issues, see 0. H. Frankel, The Keystone International Dialogue on Plant Genetic
Resources: A Scientist's Evaluation, DiVERsrTy, vol. 5, Nos. 2, 3, 1989, at 59-60, who states, "There
is good reason to hope that the Keystone Dialogue can be credited with having ended the contro-
versy over the 'sovereignty of seeds.'" Frankel, an internationally esteemed expert on plant genetic
resources, has served as a historian of the genetic resource movement. He has harsh criticisms of
Mooney's books and the legitimacy of the foundations of the Seed War. He writes:
Its essence was the claim the rich countries of the "North" had "robbed" the gene-rich, but
poor countries of the "South" and were continuing the plunder through Breeders' Rights
legislation. Much of the evidence was spurious, and some of it misleading or outright
wrong.... [Yet the novelty and adversarial nature of the claims, their ostensible plausibil-
ity, and the political and social ambience in which they were advanced, made them accept-
able and convincing to the Third World politicians and First World social scientists. There
is the old story of an opera diva's stolen pearls which made her more famous than her
singing; the "stolen" genetic resources became a world issue.
Id. at 60.
55. Uncertainty Marks Efforts by Experts to Lobby for Plant Genetic Resources Issues in UN-
CED Documents, DIVERSITY, vol. 8, No. 1, 1992, at 6.
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economic conflicts over control and ownership of plant genetic resources
remain. Issues such as how to quantify the South's contribution to the
improvement of the plant genetics and how to collect and distribute
funds to compensate for such rights have left the concept of farmers'
rights as yet a more aspirational than realistic mechanism for sharing the
wealth of genetic resource development. The activities of the North in
promoting the internationalization of PIPR in international trade ac-
cords do not reflect the farmers' right concept and raise the question of
how to reconcile the possible conflicting approaches. The North's failure
provides the South justification to question the North's commitment to
the premise of the Undertaking.
B. The International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of
Plants: Breeders' Rights, Patents, or Both?
The U.S. and 22 other nations have joined the UPOVY. 6 This organi-
zation, located in Geneva and housed with the World Intellectual Prop-
erty Organization (WIPO), was created by several European countries in
1961 to develop and refine a system to recognize and protect the legal
rights of plant breeders. 7 The UPOV Convention is an intergovernmen-
tal agreement negotiated at the diplomatic level. It has played a major
role in promoting a standardized level of in plants in developed countries
and is now being considered by several developing nations.5" The Con-
vention has been amended several times. For example, in 1978 it was
amended to provide for the membership of certain non-European coun-
tries. Article 2 of the 1978 UPOV Convention provides:
(1) Each member State of the Union may recognise the right of the
breeder provided for in this Convention by the grant either of a special
title of protection or of a patent. Nevertheless, a member State of the
Union whose national laws admits of protection under both of these
forms may provide only one of them for one and the same botanical
genus or species.59
The U.S. joined the organization on November 8, 1981 and has been an
active member. The UPOV Convention was the subject of significant
56. For a discussion of the history of UPOV, see The First Twenty-Five Years of the Interna-
tional Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, UPOV, (Publication of the Int'l Union
for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, Geneva), 1987 [hereinafter First Twenty-five Years].
57. See, eg., Seminar on the Nature of and Rationale for the Protection of Plant Varities Under
the UPOV Convention, UPOV, (Int'l Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants in coopera-
tion with the Gov't of the Republic of Hungary), Sept. 19-21, 1990.
58. See First Twenty-five Years, supra note 56.
59. International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, UPOV, (Int'l Union
for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants), 1978.
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revisions agreed to on March 19, 1991, which increase the IPR protec-
tions available for the products of biotechnology ° The 1991 revisions61
strengthen the protections available for plant breeders by
- expanding the definition of "breeder" to include both those who bred
a variety and those who "discovered and developed" the variety;
- preventing the unauthorized exploitation of any variety if it is deter-
mined to be "essentially derived" from a protected variety, a provision
which deals with the issue of minimum distances required to separate
distinct varieties before breeders' rights protection are available;
- extending breeders' rights to cover harvested material produced from
propagating material, the use of which was not authorized by the
breeder, if the breeder has not had a reasonable opportunity to exercise
rights as to the parent material;
- granting members an option to provide a farmer exemption to allow
for saving and planting back of seeds, as in the PVPA; 2 and
- removing the prohibition against double protection of varieties,
found in Article 2, which had prevented UPOV members from offering
both breeders' rights protection and patents for plant varieties.
The U.S. had previously been exempted from the ban on double pro-
tection, but its removal creates the opportunity for the rapid expansion of
both forms of protection in other countries, especially some in Europe.
Under the present European Patent Convention, a specific prohibition
for patenting was created for "plant or animal varieties or essentially bio-
logical processes for the production of plants or animals; this provision
does not apply to microbiological processes or the products thereof. "63
While the provision appears to prevent all patenting of plants, it has been
interpreted as applying only to varieties per se. 4 As a result, the Euro-
pean Patent Office now examines and grants utility patents on plants
60. Id
61. For a general discussion of these provisions, see comments from the Vice Secretary-General
of UPOV, Barry Greengrass, Non-US. Protection Procedures and Practices - Implication for U.S.
Innovators?, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS: PROTECTION OF PLANT MATERIALS (Crop Sci-
ence Society of America, Washington, DC), 1993, at 45-58. See also Carlos M. Correa, Biological
Resources and Intellectual Property Rights, 5 Eur. Intell. Prop. Rev. 154 (1992).
62. 7 U.S.C. §§ 2321-2583 (1970). The proposed "farmers exemption" is found in Article
15(2), which provides:
(2) [Optional exception] Notwithstanding Article 14, each Contracting Party may, within
reasonable limits and subject to the safeguarding of the legitimate interests of the breeder,
restrict the breeders' right in relation to any variety in order to permit farmers to use for
propagating purposes, on their own holdings, the product of the harvest which they have
obtained by planting, on their own holdings, the protected variety or a variety covered by
Article 14(5)(a)(i) or (ii).
63. Seay, supra note 39, at 69-70.
64. Seay, supra note 39, at 69-70.
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when the claims are not directed at a variety.6 5 The issue of plant patent-
ing is the subject of an intense debate in the European Community,
where the European Parliament is considering a proposed Directive on
Patenting Biological Inventions.66 The Directive would allow for the
rules of several EC members, which specifically prohibit the recognition
of certain types of PIPR, to be interpreted so "patents" may be made
available for plant varieties. Consideration of the Directive has triggered
a controversy in Europe in which social and environmental activists have
sought to limit the "advance" of the proponents of ownership and com-
mercialization of living materials.
The UPOV provisions applicable in a country depend on what ver-
sion of the Convention it has ratified. For example, the 1991 revisions
will only be binding on the nations that have ratified them. The U.S.
delegation was directly involved in negotiating the new language and
signed the 1991 amendments to the convention. Congress has not yet
enacted legislation to ratify the treaty, in part because no one in either
the USDA or Congress has taken leadership in pushing for ratification, a
situation of concern to the American seed industry. Congress is expected
to consider legislation to ratify the 1991 UPOV Convention in 1993,
presenting the opportunity, some might say necessity, to amend the
PVPA to conform to the treaty.
C. American Farmers' Attitudes Toward Intellectual Property Rights
in Plants
Proprietary rights in plant genetic resources have not been a major
issue in American agriculture, at least yet. However, it is valuable to
consider how farmers might respond if controversy arises. To do so, one
must examine the attitudes of American farmers to ward the issue of
genetic resources. First, the U.S. is historically lacking in native plant
genetic resources. As a result, American agriculture has relied on access
to and use of plants introduced into the U.S. from other countries. For
example, corn, wheat, soybeans, and potatoes all originated in other ar-
eas of the world.67 The plants native to the U.S. include blueberries,
65. Seay, supra note 39, at 69-70.
66. See Note, Building a Better Mousetrap: Patenting Biotechnology in the European Commu-
nity, 3 DUKE J. COMP. & INT'L L. 173 (1992); see also European NGO Network Meets on Genetic
Resources and Biotechnology, DIVERSITY, vol. 7, No. 3, 1991, at 12; Common Framework for An
Integrated EC Programme on the Conservation of Plant Genetic Resources, GRAIN (Genetic Re-
sources Action Int'l Madrid, Spain), Feb. 1992.
67. The rich story of the post-Columbian exchange and movement of plant genetics around the
world has been documented in many excellent books. See, e.g., SEEDS OF CHANGE, A
QUINCENTENIAL COMMEMORATION (Herman Viola & Carolyn Margolis eds., 1991); E. J. KAHN,
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cranberries, sunflowers, pecans, Jerusalem artichokes, and black walnuts,
leading one foreign observer to write, "[Iow did a continent of berries
become a global power? The answer lies in the capacity to introduce into
the country new plants and the related agricultural know-how and allow-
ance for autonomy and diversity in experimentation. The history of U.S.
agriculture is largely a study of plant introduction, technical change and
institutional reform."6 The infusion of new crop genetics, whether car-
ried by immigrant farmers or "discovered" by the USDA's plant explor-
ers in expeditions throughout the world,69 provided the basis for the
development of American agricultural production and of the American
seed industry. Without question, this history influences the American
view that plant genetics are a "common heritage of mankind" that
should be subject to full and open access on an international basis.
Second, American agriculture has developed in recent decades on a
highly capitalized basis with intensive use of science and technology.70
Improved crop genetics such as hybrid corn have played a critical role in
supporting the increases in productivity and profitability that have
marked American agriculture. Farmers view access to the results of
modem plant breeding as an important tool in improving their produc-
tivity. This means American farmers tend to view issues concerning ac-
cess to plant genetics from much the same perspective as do the seed
companies from which they purchase their genetic resources. The Amer-
ican seed industry in turn makes aggressive use of the farm press and its
own public relation channels to emphasize this similarity in position.
The theme is that American farmers can only prosper if seed companies
have sufficient financial incentives in the form of IPR on their creations
to support their investments in research.71 It is clear most American
Jr., THE STAFFS OF LIFE (1984); BETTY FUSSELL, THE STORY OF CORN (1992); HENRY
HOBHOUSE, SEEDS OF CHANGE: FIVE PLANTS THAT TRANSFORMED MANKIND (1986).
68. CALESTOUS JUMA, THE GENE HUNTERS: BIOTECHNOLOGY AND THE SCRAMBLE FOR
SEEDS 51-52 (1989). Thomas Jefferson was fascinated with the collection of plants and seeds from
foreign countries and spent considerable time experimenting with plant introductions. See THE
GARDEN AND FARM BOOKS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON (Robert C. Baron ed., 1987).
69. For a fascinating and illustrative discussion of the work of the USDA's plant explorers, see
ISABEL SHIPLEY CUNNINGHAM, FRANK N. MEYER: PLANT HUNTER IN ASIA (1984).
70. It is widely assumed that American agriculture will continue to become more highly capi-
talized and dependant on technology. See, eg., Thomas Urban, Agricultural Industrialization: It's
Inevitable, CHOICES, 4th Quarter 1991, at 4.
71. Perhaps the best example of this are the statements of major agricultural producer organi-
zations in support of changes in the PVPA which would limit the ability of farmers to brown bag
improved seed by selling it to other farmers. See Anne Cook, PVP Legislation: Most Organizations
Want It, Congress Still "Reviewing" It, SEEDS & CROP INDUSTRY J., Dec. 1992, at 12. This issue is
discussed in detail in Section VLA, infra.
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farmers view continued access to improved genetics as a question of eco-
nomics. Simply stated, if seed companies profit so will the farmers.
Third, with the exception of the recent controversy over brown bag
sales of "saved seed" under the PVPA, discussed below, there have not
been major domestic political or legal controversies over ownership or
access to plant genetic resources within the U.S. Unlike the intense inter-
national debate that occurred in the Seed Wars of the early 1980's, con-
trol over plant genetics has not been an issue for American farmers.
Even brown bagging is of limited interest to most U.S. farmers because
regional variations in crops and seeding practices result in varying farmer
attitudes on the issue. This lack of a historical focus on plant genetic
resources issues means most American farmers are not familiar with the
issues and certainly have not followed the international debate over own-
ership, access, and control of plant genetic resources. To the extent
American farmers have followed the debate or may in the future, it is
predictable they will see it in the context of a North-South struggle be-
tween "haves and have nots," and perceive it as an attempt at wealth
transfer rather than as a question of equity and ownership.
One question is whether the advent of genetic engineering of agricul-
tural crops may bring the issue into focus.72 It is possible the attitudes of
American farmers on plant genetic resources issues could shift if the do-
mestic effects of plant genetic resources ownership and control become
controversial and are seen as unfairly affecting farmers. For example, if
the American Seed Trade Association (ASTA) were to try to amend the
PVPA to prohibit the right of farmers to save seed to plant another crop,
not just limit their right to sell saved seed, this could result in a shift of
farmer attitudes against the seed trade. But even if American farmers
come to question the ownership and control of the genetic resources on
which they rely, it is unclear whether producers would develop a unified
or different view than that adopted by the agricultural industry. The
concentration and size of producers and the rapid "industrialization" of
production that may accompany the development of high value crops
and "identity preserved" marketing efforts may forestall any cleavage in
perspectives.
Fourth, the limited experience of American agriculture with the
concept of "preserving" genetic diversity has been developed largely in
the context of the Endangered Species Act, which has recently become a
72. In the last year, these issues have begun to receive more attention in the farm press. See,
e.g., Rollie Henks, Tomorrow's Seeds: Patent Pending, THE FURROW (Deere & Co., Moline, Ill.),
Fall 1992, at 10.
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controversial issue in some segments of the farming community.73 Sev-
eral reasons explain this controversy. First, many producer groups have
come to view the Act only in terms of how it may restrict the use of their
property in protecting the habitat for the species. Second, the "legaliza-
tion" of endangered species has often come in cases involving what most
people would consider to be "minor" or "obscure" species, such as pup
fish and snail darters. Third, the plant species listed as threatened or
endangered under the Act are thus far primarily non-economic in nature.
The use of the Endangered Species Act for noncommercial species cre-
ates a paradox of attitudes. While one might expect farmers to appreci-
ate the need for genetic conservation and preserving endangered plants
since their future productivity may depend on it, the focus on economics
means farmers have not embraced the concept of protecting endangered
species or perhaps even broad-based genetic preservation. One irony in
U.S. law is that while it is illegal to "take" or kill an animal species, the
law does not directly regulate exploitation of plant species due to con-
cerns that plants, unlike animals, are private property. 74 Thus, while au-
thorities may regulate the use of adjacent land to protect an endangered
plant, such as restricting pesticide use, it is not clear whether a land-
owner who knowingly destroys endangered plants would violate the Act.
IV. THE ROLE OF INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS IN RECOGNIZING
PIPRs
One of the primary mechanisms for addressing PIPR claims are the
broad array of international conventions and accords concerning trade
and intellectual property rights. The debates over the PIPR provisions
of agreements resulting from these conventions have triggered considera-
ble controversy in the last decade, ranging from the Seed Wars of the
early 1980's to the recent refusal of the U.S. to sign the Biodiversity
Treaty at the U.N.'s Earth Summit because of fears the Summit would
adversely affect the U.S. biotechnology industry. On one side of the de-
bate are commercial plant breeders whose financial returns are based on
the ability to commercialize their creations, which they believe can only
be accomplished with legal protections for intellectual property rights.
73. Endangered Species Act of 1973, 87 Stat. 884 (codified as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§ 131-
1544 (1988)). See, eg., Laura Sands, How Endangered Species Could Take a Bite Out of Your Farm,
Top PRODUCER, Mid-March 1992, at 28; Steven Bahls & Jane Easter Bahls, Spotted Owls and the
American Farmer, FARM FUTURES, July/August 1992, at 26; Rod Smith, Endangered Species List-
ings Seen as Potential Threat to Livestock Producers, FEEDSTUFFS, Aug. 26, 1991, at 4.
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Aligned on the other side of the argument have often been the developing
nations, the sources of origin for most agricultural plants, 75 and social
activists. These groups view the "commodification ' 76 of plant genetics
as the most recent form of economic imperialism by which the developed
economic interests of the North exploit both the people and resources of
the South.
As the science of genetic engineering has advanced and brought
with it the promise for significant advances in plant genetics and greater
economic returns, the commercial interests in the North, especially in the
U.S., have pushed for broadened and strengthened forms of PIPR. The
goal is to be in a position to market the new products on a global basis.
During this period, the position of the developing countries has
shifted on two fronts. First, on issues of the control and commercializa-
tion of indigenous plant germ plasm, there is greater interest in develop-
ing countries for the use of genetic resources to generate revenue to
support national programs. This shift is reflected in "plant prospecting"
contracts such as between Merck & Co. and INBio, a Costa Rican bi-
odiversity concern, under which compensation and a promise of future
royalties were exchanged for the right to analyze and possibly market
products developed from materials found in Costa Rican rain forests."
The second development, most notably advanced by social activists and
environmental groups, has been to shift the international debate over
ownership, preservation, and use of plant genetic resources from the "so-
cial equity" basis of the early 1980's to the "environmentalization" basis
of the 1990's. 7' Preserving biodiversity and preventing species extinction
- the theme of campaigns to stop destruction of rain forests and tropical
habitat - reached its pinnacle as the central premise of the Biodiversity
Treaty. The shift to an environmental approach, especially when viewed
as a component of the larger concept of sustainable development, is im-
portant because it offers a new and more fertile basis for arguments about
recognizing and protecting the commercial and social interests of the
75. See JACK R. HARLAN, CROPS AND MAN 48-53 (2d ed. 1992) (explaining the centers of
origin concept "developed by the Russian geneticist and agronomist," N.I. Vavilov).
76. See JACK RALPH KLOPPENBURG, JR., FIRST THE SEED: THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF
PLANT BIOTECHNOLOGY 1492-2000 (1988) (discussing as its central theme the concept of "com-
modification" and its effect on plant genetic resources is a central theme of Kloppenburg's analysis).
77. The contract between Merck & Co. and INBio, discussed in Part V.A, may be the forerun-
ner of commercial agreements between countries and commercial entities but it has triggered a con-
siderable range of opinion. See, eg., Christopher Joyce, Prospectors for Tropical Medicines, NEw
SCIENTIST, Oct. 19, 1991, at 36; Jack Ralph Kloppenburg, Jr., Conservationists or Corsairs?, SEED-
LING, June/July 1992, at 12.
78. See Frederick H. Buttel, The "Environmentalization" of Plant Genetic Resources: Possible
Benefits, Possible Risks, DIVERSrrY, vol. 8, No. 1, 1992, at 36.
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countries of origin and their inhabitants.79
As the biotechnology industry has sought more explicit recognition
of PIPR and the developing countries have come to view their genetic
resources as their national patrimony and a potential source of funds, the
PIPR debates underlying the international agreements have expanded
from UPOV and the FAO Undertaking. The slate of international agree-
ments in which PIPR has become an issue now includes: (1) the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade [GATT], in particular the section con-
cerning TRIPs, which is currently under negotiation by over 100 coun-
tries and is nearing completion as the Uruguay Round moves inexorably
toward a resolution; (2) the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), signed by the U.S., Mexico and Canada to create a free trade
zone between the nations, is in part a response to continued development
of the European Community and seeks to remove trade barriers between
the three countries and create a common market of over 360 million peo-
ple; and (3) the Biodiversity Treaty, signed by over 150 nations at the
Earth Summit held in June 1992. The U.S.'s refusal to sign the accord
and the role of the biotechnology industry in formulating the U.S. posi-
tion triggered a debate that still rages.80 The controversy over the Treaty
symbolizes the conflicting views and values of the plant genetic industry
and our Northern theory of IPR.
The U.S.'s position in each of these agreements is premised on the
contribution of science and individual ingenuity to create new plant ge-
netics, while the newly "environmentalized" views of the developing na-
tions and their social allies view genetic resources as the property and
inventions of the countries of origin. More significantly, the controversy
over the U.S.'s opposition to the Biodiversity Treaty's language illus-
trates the significance of the conflict over what forms of IPR will be
recognized.
Given this rather broad and fluid canvas of legal developments, a
preliminary challenge and one goal of this article is to identify and un-
derstand the provisions concerning PIPR contained in the various inter-
national agreements. A second challenge and goal is to then determine
whether the various provisions being written into international law are
consistent and reconcilable. A preliminary conclusion of the analysis is
that the provisions are inconsistent. Thus, we may be simultaneously
79. The subject of sustainable development was addressed in WORLD COMMISSION ON ENVI-
RONMENT AND DEVELOPMENT, OUR COMMON FUTURE (1987).
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nurturing two lines of conflicting international thought and law on
PIPR, thereby sowing the seeds for a harvest as rich in confusion and
controversy as in progress.
A. Trade Related Intellectual Property and GAIT
Perhaps the most significant forum for the promotion of the North-
ern view of the ownership of plant genetics is the current round of the
GATT negotiations.81 The current text of that agreement, Section 5; Pat-
ents, includes "Article 27: Patentable Subject Matter." Article 27 con-
tains the central provisions applicable to intellectual property claims to
plants. The premise in section 1 of Article 27 is that "patents shall be
available for any invention, whether products or processes, in all fields of
technology, provided that they are new, involve an inventive step and are
capable of industrial application." 2 A footnote provides, "the terms 'in-
ventive step' and 'capable of industrial application' may be deemed by a
PARTY to be synonymous with the terms 'non-obvious' and 'useful' re-
spectively." 3 However, there are exceptions to the requirement of pat-
entability in Article 27. Section 2 provides that parties may exclude from
patentability inventions:
The prevention within their territory of the commercial exploitation of
which is necessary to protect public order or morality, including to
protect human, animal or plant life or health or to avoid serious preju-
dice to the environment, provided that such exclusion is not made
merely because the exploitation is prohibited by domestic law. 4
Potentially, section 2 could be used to oppose the patenting of food
products if it can be shown that patenting would harm human life or
health - by fostering starvation or malnutrition, for exmple - or if pat-
enting would harm the environment.8 5 The most significant provision
concerning PIPR is section 3 of Article 27. Section 3 reads in part:
3. PARTIES may also exclude from patentability:
81. See Solomon F. Balraj, General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade: The Effect of the Uruguay
Round Multilateral Trade Negotiations on U.S. Intellectual Property Rights, 24 CAsE W. REs. J.
INT'L L. 63 (1992) (discussing the promotion of IPR in international trade agreements and the
development of the TRIPs accord); Brent W. Sadler, Intellectual Property Protection Through Inter-
national Trade, 14 Hous. J. INT'L L. 393 (1992).
82. This language is taken from, Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights, Including Trade in Counterfeit Goods (Annex III), also known as the "Dunkel Text."
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. The use of the GATT process to promote the Western view of IPR in living materials has
been understandably controversial. See Rohini Acharya, Patenting of Biotechnology: GATT and the
Erosion of the World's Biodiversity, 25 J. WORLD TRADE 71 (Nov. 1991).
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(b) plants and animals other than microorganisms, and essentially bio-
logical processes for the production of plants or animals other than
non-biological and microbiological processes. However, PARTIES
shall provide for the protection of plant varieties either by patents or
by an effective sui generis system or by any combination thereof. This
provisions shall be reviewed four years after the entry into force of this
Agreement.
Section 3(b) gives Parties the choice of adopting a system for variety
patents or a system such as a plant variety protection, such as breeders'
rights protection under the U.S. PVPA, or both. In that regard, section
3(b) requires all GATT parties, including the many developing countries
that currently have no provisions for either plant patents or breeders'
rights, to adopt at least some PIPR system for their protection. This
requirement is clearly one of the most significant in the accord relating to
agricultural trade and biotechnology. Because of its potential to serve as
the minimum international standard for providing intellectual property
rights in plants, it also means the 1991 UPOV Convention takes on
greater significance. Article 27 has the potential to elevate the UPOV
provisions for breeders' rights, currently applicable only to the 23 mem-
bers of the Convention, to the status of being the international trade stan-
dard governing the GATT parties. If this occurs, the TRIPs accord
could be the mechanism that truly signifies the internationalization of
IPR in plant genetic resources.
The use of the GATT to promote PIPR has been controversial to
representatives of some developing countries, social activists in non-gov-
ernmental organizations (NGOs), and environmental groups concerned
with plant genetic conservation. In that regard, it should be noted that
the language in Article 27 is considerably different than what the U.S.
originally submitted in its TRIPs proposal. Article 23 of the U.S.'s pro-
posal concerning "Patentable Subject Matter" did not include either of
the exceptions found in sections 2 and 3 of Article 27. Instead, the U.S.
proposal provided that "[p]atents shall be granted for all products and
processes, which are new, useful, and unobvious."' 6 In other words, the
U.S. proposal did not provide the option of simply providing breeders'
rights protection, but instead opted for the more controversial use of
patents.
86. U.S. Proposal on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, 40 PAT., TRADE-
MARK & COPYRIGHT J. (BNA) 79, at 82 (May 17, 1990).
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B. Can the Provisions of TRIPs Be Reconciled with the FAO
Undertaking?
The TRIPs accord has come under heavy criticism by many parties
concerned with the conservation of plant genetic resources and those in-
terested in ensuring developing countries receive compensation for their
genetic resources. The basis of the criticism is the argument that promo-
tion of PIPRs do not promote or provide for the in situ protection or
conservation of unmodified plant genetic resources.87 Another criticism
is that the North pressured the developing countries into agreeing to the
TRIPs accord by virture of their dependence on the North for financing
and for trade outlets. It is feared that developing countries will be in an
unfair position in asserting IPR to their own plants, because their legal
systems are not equipped to deal with such claims and because their sci-
entific sectors are not advanced enough to assess or adequately use the
resources for plant breeding. Perhaps more importantly, there is an al-
leged conflict between the aggressive PIPR approach being promoted in
agreements such as the GATT and the principles reflected in the FAO
Undertaking to which most nations in the North have agreed. For exam-
ple, one Indian commentator had this to say about the Dunkel proposal:
This package does not enable developing countries to attain any of the
objectives they pursued during the negotiations. The package severely
militates against India's interest. It is a far cry from the brief origi-
nally given the Indian delegation. It goes against the letter and spirit
of several of our existing laws, and it may have the effect of abridging
our economic sovereignty, upsetting the development priorities, partic-
ularly the programmes for the poorest, and inhibiting the pursuit of
self-reliant growth."8
Representatives of some U.S. groups working on plant genetic conserva-
tion have also criticized the GATT approach. For example, Hope Shand
of the Rural Advancement Foundation International, one of the most
active U.S. NGOs concerned with PGR conservation issues, has said:
In their haste to promote exclusive mechanisms for rewarding innova-
tors of new biotechnologies, industrialized nations have put forth one-
sided patent proposals at WIPO, GATT, and elsewhere that give little
or no consideration to the impact of intellectual property rights on the
future conservation and exchange of plant genetic resources. These
87. See supra note 52.
88. Muchkund Dubey, The Final Uruguay Round Text: A Critical Analysis, THIRD WORLD
ECON., Sept. 1992, at 18-19.
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proposals violate the principle of unrestricted access to genetic re-
sources and ignore the concept of farmers' rights and the role of infor-
mal innovators. In short, intellectual property rights, without parallel
recognition and reward for the South's germ plasm donors, will set up
formidable barriers to access to the world's gene pool.89
The counter-argument to these claims is that recognition of PIPRs does
not in itself obstruct efforts to conserve or preserve plant genetic re-
sources. Commercial interests argue that by placing a vaule on these
resources, mechanisms to finance their conservation are more likely to be
developed. Regardless of whether the criticisms are accurate interpreta-
tions of international law, they do represent the perspective of many so-
cial activists about U.S. efforts to expand international recognition of
PIPR. The issue of potential conflicts between international trade agree-
ments and other international accords is also a concern in relation to the
Biodiversity Treaty.
C. The North American Free Trade Agreement
The second recent international trade accord in which the issue of
PIPRs was addressed is the recently negotiated, and still controversial,
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) between the U.S.,
Canada, and Mexico. Chapter 17 concerns intellectual property. As a
starting point, Article 1701 requires each party to "provide in its terri-
tory to the nationals of another Party adequate and effective protection
and enforcement of intellectual property rights, while ensuring that
measures to enforce intellectual property rights do not themselves be-
come barriers to legitimate trade."90 As part of the obligations of Article
1701(d), each party must, at a minimum, give effect to the substantive
provisions of several international accords on intellectual property, in-
cluding "the International Convention for the Protection of New Varieties
of Plants, 1978 (UPOV Convention), or the International Convention for
the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, 1991 (UPOV Convention)."'I
The specific terms of the agreement relating to intellectual property
claims to plants are found in Article 1709, which provides in part:
Article 1709: Patents
1. Subject to paragraphs 2 and 3, each Party shall make patents avail-
able for any inventions, whether products or processes, in all fields of
89. See Shand, supra note 41, at 139.
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technology, provided that such inventions are new, result from an in-
ventive step and are capable of industrial application. For the pur-
poses of this Article, a Party may deem the terms "inventive step" and
"capable of industrial application" to be synonymous with the terms
"non-obvious" and "useful", respectively.
2. A Party may exclude from patentability inventions if preventing in
its territory the commercial exploitation of the inventions is necessary
to protect ordre public or morality, including to protect human,
animal or plant life or health or to avoid serious prejudice to nature or
the environment, provided that the exclusion is not based solely on the
ground that the Party prohibits commercial exploitation in its territory
of the subject matter of the patent.
3. A Party may also exclude from patentability:
(a) diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the treatment
of humans or animals;
(b) plants and animals other than microorganisms; and
(c) essentially biological processes for the production of plants or
animals, other than non-biological and microbiological processes for
such production.
Notwithstanding subparagraph (b), each Party shall provide for the
protection of plant varieties through patents, an effective scheme of sui
generis protection, or both.92
The effect of the last subsection, while slightly different in wording, is the
same as Article 27, section 3(b) of the TRIPs accord. It requires Parties
to provide some form of IPR for plant varieties, either in the form of
patents, plant breeders' rights as in UPOV, or both. One difference is the
NAFTA provisions specifically require the parties to comply with the
UPOV convention, while TRIPs accord does not.
As a result of the negotiation of NAFTA, both Canada and Mexico
have taken steps to adopt plant variety protection laws to comply with
Article 1709. After failed attempts in 1980 and 1988, the Canadian Plant
Breeders' Rights Act was adopted on June 19, 1990.93 The Canadian law
is similar to the PVPA in the terms of the legal protections granted plant
breeders and the standards that must be met to obtain protection. As a
result of the enactment, Canada was eligible to apply for membership in
the 1978 version of the UPOV Convention, which was granted on March
4, 1991.
94
92. Id. at 17-7 to -8.
93. BRIAN BELCHER & GEOFFREY HAWTIN, A PATENT ON LIFE: OWNERSHIP OF PLANT
AND ANIMAL RESEARCH 9 (1991).
94. Plant Variety Protection (Int'l Union Protection of New Plant Varieties (UPOV)), No. 62, 2
(Apr. 1991) (containing a reprint of the Canadian law).
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In 1991, Mexico adopted a new law for the "Promotion and Protec-
tion of Industrial Property," effective June 28, 1991, which included pat-
ent protection for plant varieties.95 The law makes Mexico one of the
first developing countries to provide for patent protections in the field of
biotechnology. In addition, Mexico is currently drafting a plant variety
protection law patterned after the provisions of both UPOV and the
PVPA. The proposal was originally drafted in the form of a presidential
decree, but work is now under way to draft legislation for national enact-
ment. Article 2 of the proposed decree stated:
Article 2. The regular objects of this Decree are:
i. Public and private research work for the improvement of existing
plant varieties or the creation of new and improved varieties, which are
directly or indirectly useful to humankind.
ii. The protection of plant varieties, as much for the development of
agriculture in the country as for safeguarding the interests of the
breeders. 96
The law defines "breeder" to be "the person who has created, or discov-
ered and put into finished condition, the variety; the person who is the
employer of the aforementioned person or who has commissioned his
work under a contract or labor agreement."' 97 Article 9 provides the
form of protection available. It reads:
The breeder can apply for the grant of a breeder's right which will
protect the variety generated on his behalf and will receive equitable
remuneration [from] anyone who performs or attempts to perform acts
which require the breeder's authorization. The breeder can obtain by
the variety protection the object of this Decree as well as by the patent-
ability of his invention, in conformity with the legislation which exists
in that matter and cannot pursue both options. 98
Whether Mexico will adopt a separate plant variety protection act or
decide to rely on the existing patent law is uncertain. In either case, it is
clear Mexico's desire to sign and comply with the terms of the NAFTA
have accelerated its recognition of PIPR.
95. Plant Varieties Patentable in Mexico, BIOTECH. AND DEV. MONITOR, No. 9 (Dec. 1991).
96. Anteproyecto de ley Para la Protection de Variedades Vegetales en Mexico [Decree Con-
cerning the Protection of Plant Varieties], art. 2(i)-(ii) (undated) (partial translated copy on file with
the author).
97. Id. art. 3(i).
98. Id. art. 9.
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D. The U.N. Biodiversity Treaty: Do U.S. Efforts to Expand PIPRs
Conflict with the "Environmentalization" of Plant Genetic
Resources?
The major international environmental event of the 1990's was the
United Nation's Conference on Environment and Development (UN-
CED), popularly known as the Earth Summit, held June 3-14, 1992, in
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. The conference was organized by the U.N. Envi-
ronment Programme (UNEP) to give world leaders the opportunity to
consider the state of the environment and identify policies for addressing
environmental problems, promoting sustainable development, and pre-
serving biological diversity.99 The conference focused considerable atten-
tion on the state of the world environment and resulted in several
agreements, including Agenda 21 and the Rio Declaration, to help guide
future efforts.l" ° However, news from the conference was dominated by
the U.S.'s refusal to sign the Convention on Biological Diversity, known
as the Biodiversity Treaty.' The U.S.'s refusal to sign the Treaty was
primarily the result of opposition to what were perceived as vague and
uncertain provisions on IPR relating to biotechnology and possible man-
dates to share technology with developing countries. 02
The controversy over the U.S.'s position helped bring biodiversity
and legal control over genetic resources to world attention. The U.S.'s
refusal identifies two important issues for consideration. First, what
Treaty language was the source of the U.S.'s concerns and how did those
concerns relate to protecting PIPRs? Second, will the U.S.'s refusal to
sign the Treaty, which was signed by 153 other nations, affect the flow
and exchange of plant genetics or the promotion of PIPR in other inter-
national agreements?
To understand the U.S.'s concerns about the proposed language it is
important to consider the purpose of the Treaty. Article 1 provides:
The objectives of this Convention, to be pursued in accordance with its
relevant provisions, are the conservation of biological diversity, the
sustainable use of its components and the fair and equitable sharing of
the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic resources, including
by appropriate access to genetic resources and by appropriate transfer
99. See Peter M. Haas et al., Appraising the Earth Summit: How Should We Judge UNCED's
Success?, 34 ENV'T 6 (Oct. 1992). The conference was designed to follow up the U.N.'s 1972 Stock-
holm Conference on the Human Environment.
100. See After the Rio Earth Summit: Nations Move to Fulfill Commitments, DIvERsrrv, vol. 8,
No. 3, 1992, at 4.
101. See Biodiversity Treaty, supra note 3.
102. See Raeburn and Usdin, supra note 4.
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of relevant technologies, taking into account all rights over those re-
sources and to technologies, and by appropriate funding.10 3
The Treaty endorsed the concept of national sovereignty over genetic re-
sources by stating the principle that "[s]tates have, in accordance with
the Charter of the United Nations and the principles of international law,
the sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their own
environmental policies .... ,,o The Treaty also included three articles
dealing directly with the PIPR: Article 15, "Access to Genetic Re-
sources"; Article 16, "Access to and Transfer of Technology"; and Arti-
cle 19, "Handling of Biotechnology and Distribution of its Benefits." To
understand the role of the Treaty in shaping future international develop-
ments concerning PIPR, the language of those articles must be
considered:
Article 15. Access to Genetic Resources
1. Recognizing the sovereign rights of States over their natural re-
sources, the authority to determine access to genetic resources rests
with the national governments and is subject to national legislation.
2. Each Contracting Party shall endeavor to create conditions to fa-
cilitate access to genetic resources for environmentally sound uses by
other Contracting Parties and not to impose restrictions that run
counter to the objectives of this Convention.
3. For the purposes of this Convention, the genetic resources being
provided by a Contracting Party, as referred to in this Article and Ar-
ticles 16 and 19, are only those that are provided by Contracting Par-
ties that are countries of origin of such resources or by the Parties that
have acquired the genetic resources in accordance with this
Convention.
4. Access, where granted, shall be on mutually agreed terms and sub-
ject to the provisions of this Article.
5. Access to genetic resources shall be subject to the prior informed
consent of the Contracting Party providing such resources, unless
otherwise determined by the Party.
6. Each Contracting Party shall endeavor to develop and carry out
scientific research based on genetic resources provided by other Con-
tracting Parties with the full participation of, and where possible in,
such Contracting Parties.
7. Each Contracting party shall take legislative, administrative or
policy measures, as appropriate, and in accordance with Articles 16
and 19 and, where necessary, through the financial mechanism estab-
lished by Articles 20 and 21 with the aim of sharing in a fair and equi-
table way the results of research and development and the benefits
arising from the commercial and other utilization of genetic resources
103. See Biodiversity Treaty, supra note 3, at 3.
104. See Biodiversity Treaty, supra note 3, at 4.
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with the Contracting Party providing such resources. Such sharing
shall be upon mutually agreed terms. m
The principles reflected in Article 15 - national sovereignty; prior in-
formed consent for access, i.e. for plant exploration and commercializa-
tion; and participation by source countries in research and sharing the
results of research and development - while not new ideas, in that they
reflect the central premises of the FAO Undertaking, are significant ad-
vances toward recognizing the interests of developing countries. The
provisions are important because they will provide a basis in interna-
tional law for recognizing, first, the South's role as the provider of genetic
materials, which will fuel development of biotechnology, and, second,
that the results of biotechnology in terms of science and technology, as
well as the financial returns, are to be shared with developing countries.
From the perspective of the North, a central question in considering the
impact of the Treaty concerns how these principles will affect the devel-
opment of IPR protections available for biotechnology.
IPRs in genetic resources and the relation of IPR systems to the
development of biotechnology are directly addressed in Articles 16 and
19. Again, to fully understand the U.S.'s concerns it is necessary to con-
sider the language of these articles.
Article 16. Access to and Transfer of Technology
1. Each Contracting Party, recognizing that technology includes bio-
technology, and that both access to and transfer of technology among
Contracting Parties are essential elements for the attainment of the
objectives of this Convention, undertakes subject to the provisions of
this Article to provide and/or facilitate access for and transfer to other
Contracting Parties of technologies that are relevant to the conserva-
tion and sustainable use of biological diversity or make use of genetic
resources and do not cause significant damage to the environment.
2. Access to and transfer of technology referred to in paragraph 1
above to developing countries shall be provided and/or facilitated
under fair and most favourable terms, including on concessional and
preferential terms where mutually agreed, and, where necessary, in ac-
cordance with the financial mechanism established by Articles 20 and
21. In the case of technology subject to patents and other intellectual
property rights, such access and transfer shall be provided on terms
which recognize and are consistent with the adequate and effective
protection of intellectual property rights. The application of this para-
graph shall be consistent with paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 below.
3. Each Contracting Party shall take legislative, administrative or
policy measures, as appropriate, with the aim that Contracting Parties,
in particular those that are developing countries, which provide genetic
105. See Biodiversity Treaty, supra note 3, at 9.
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resources are provided access to and transfer of technology which
makes use of these resources, on mutually agreed terms, including
technology protected by patents and other intellectual property rights,
where necessary, through the provisions of Articles 20 and 21 and in
accordance with international law and consistent with paragraphs 4
and 5 below.
4. Each Contracting Party shall take legislative, administrative or
policy measures, as appropriate, with the aim that the private sector
facilitates access to, joint development and transfer of technology re-
ferred to in paragraph 1 above for the benefit of both governmental
institutions and the private sector of developing countries and in this
regard shall abide by the obligations included in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3
above.
5. The Contracting Parties, recognizing that patents and other intel-
lectual property rights may have an influence on the implementation of
this Convention, shall cooperate in this regard subject to national legis-
lation and international law in order to ensure that such rights are
supportive of and do not run counter to its objectives. 106
Article 19. Handling of Biotechnology and Distribution of its
Benefits
1. Each Contracting Party shall take legislative, administrative or
policy measures, as appropriate, to provide for the effective participa-
tion in biotechnological research activities by those Contracting Par-
ties, especially developing countries, which provide the genetic
resources for such research, and where feasible in such Contracting
Parties.
2. Each Contracting Party shall take all practicable measures to pro-
mote and advance priority access on a fair and equitable basis by Con-
tracting Parties, especially developing countries, to the results and
benefits arising from biotechnologies based upon genetic resources pro-
vided by those Contracting Parties. Such access shall be on mutually
agreed terms.
3. The Parties shall consider the need for and modalities of a proto-
col setting out appropriate procedures, including, in particular, ad-
vance informed consent, in the field of the safe transfer, handling and
use of any living modified organism resulting from biotechnology that
may have an adverse effect on the conservation and sustainable use of
biological diversity.
4. Each Contracting Party shall, directly or by requiring any natural
or legal person under its jurisdiction providing the organisms referred
to in paragraph 3 above, provide any available information about the
use and safety regulations required by that Contracting Party in han-
dling such organisms, as well as any available information on the po-
tential adverse impact of the specific organisms concerned to the
Contracting Party into which those organisms are to be introduced. 10
7
106. See Biodiversity Treaty, supra note 3, at 9-10.
107. See Biodiversity Treaty, supra note 3.
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These articles, particularly Article 16, were the source of considera-
ble concern for many U.S. biotechnology businesses. While the biotech-
nology industry recognizes the importance of preserving biological
diversity, questions concerning ownership and access to genetic resources
and technology led several organizations, including the Industrial Bio-
technology Association (IBA) and the Association of Biotechnology
Companies (ABC), to oppose U.S. approval of the convention.108 In a
letter to President Bush shortly before his trip to Rio, G. Kirk Rabe, the
President and CEO of Genetech, Inc., expressed the views of many in the
biotechnology industry when he said, "the proposed Convention runs a
chance of eroding the progress made in protecting American intellectual
property rights. The vague language relating to 'technology transfer' and
equitable sharing appear to be code words for compulsory licensing and
other forms of property expropriation.""0 9 Largely on the basis of this
industry opposition, President Bush refused to sign the Treaty.
The concerns of the American biotechnology industry are under-
standable when viewed from a business perspective. First, the financial
investment companies have made in genetic engineering, plant breeding,
and other biotechnologies and the fact that many of those investments
are just now reaching commercial viability create a natural concern
about sharing the technology on "concessional and preferential terms"
with developing countries. Second, business relations are usually pre-
mised on exact language with understood interpretations and protec-
tions, making industry skeptical of the vague and undefined language
employed in international treaties of this nature. Third, the uncertainty
over future interpretations is of special concern to the biotechnology in-
dustry because of the U.S.'s reliance on developing a strong system of
IPR protections for biotechnology. The uncertain and potentially con-
tradictory positions of the Treaty in reconciling protections for IPR with
the concepts of technology transfer and financing of biodiversity conser-
vation efforts creates too much uncertainty for some observers. One in-
terested American observer, Michael Roth, Corporate Patent Counsel
for Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc., commented in response to the
question why the U.S. did not just sign the Treaty as did other European
countries and then worry about the details, "Many countries have no
problem signing treaties that have different possible interpretations and
then issuing a statement saying what they think it means. The U.S.
108. See, e.g., Reginald Rhein, Biological Diversity Convention Would Limit Patent Rights, Says
IBA, 12 BIOTECH. NEWSWATCH 1 (May 18, 1992).
109. Steve Usdin, Biotech Industry Played Key Role in US. Refusal to Sign BioConvention, Di-
VEasrrY, vol. 8, No. 2, 1992, at 8.
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doesn't want a ticket to an arguing match. ' 110
But there are other views on what the terms of the Treaty will mean
for the development of biotechnology. Some segments of the U.S. bio-
technology industry disagreed with the refusal to sign the Treaty. For
example, Thomas Eisner, a Cornell University researcher who helped
broker the plant prospecting agreement between Merck & Co. and
INBio, supports the Treaty because he believes recognizing the commer-
cial interests of countries of origin and transferring technology to them to
create a local infrastructure to screen and extract compounds will en-
hance the long range development of biotechnology."' Other observers
believe the U.S. biotechnology industry missed an important opportunity
to play a constructive role in promoting the use and stewardship of ge-
netic resources. '1 2 While the language of Article 16 and 19 is perhaps
uncomforting to the biotechnology industry, the provisions are in reality
the manifestations of the principles of the FAO Undertaking. In this
regard, the developing countries view the Biodiversity Treaty as simply
the validation of existing international commitments.
Perhaps as time passes and individuals in the biotechnology industry
have the opportunity to review how the Biodiversity Treaty is being im-
plemented, their views about U.S. participation will change. John Dues-
ing, the manager for patents, regulations, and licensing in the
agricultural seeds division of Ciba-Geigy of Switzerland, who partici-
pated in the Keystone Dialogues, recently published an analysis of the
Treaty and concluded that it "should not have an adverse impact on the
development of the biotechnology industry in developed countries and
that intellectual property rights for biological and genetic materials have
an important role to play to achieve the objectives of the Convention."' 1 3
His appraisal is based on the following conclusions about how the arti-
cles of the Treaty will be implemented:
- Mutually agreed terms will serve as the basis for access to genetic
resources, the transfer of derived technology, and the sharing of
benefits.
- Obligations linked to the use of a genetic resource apply only to re-
sources obtained after the Conventions goes into effect.
110. Id.
111. Id.
112. See Robert M. Goodman, By Opposing Convention on Biodiversity, U.S. Biotechnology In-
dustry Missed An Opportunity to Play a Constructive Role, DIVERSnry, vol. 8, No. 3, 1992, at 28.
Goodman is a professor of plant pathology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and a former
biotechnology industry executive.
113. John Duesing, The Convention on Biodiversity. Its Impact on Biotechnology Research,
AGRO-FOOD INDUSTRY HI-TECH, July-Aug. 1992, at 19.
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- Technology transfer must take place within the context of applicable
IPR systems.
- IPR systems have a role to play to encourage the conservation, eval-
uation and utilization of genetic resources.1 14
This appraisal provides a more optimistic interpretation of the Treaty
than those held by the U.S. biotechnology industry at the time of the
conference. Whether this interpretation will gain adherents in the U.S
industry and possibly lead to support for a U.S. decision to sign the
agreement will be an interesting development.
Regardless of whether the biotechnology industry changes its view,
the change in administrations may mean the U.S. will soon act to sign
the Treaty. Vice President Gore led the U.S. Congressional delegation to
the Earth Summit. He has labeled the Bush administration's failure to
lead the effort to protect both IPR and biodiversity "an economic as well
as an environmental failure.""1 5 On the question of how the provisions
of the Treaty can be reconciled with the PIPR protections found in
UPOV and the proposed TRIPs accord, the biotechnology industry may
find some solace in the terms of Article 22 of the Biodiversity Treaty,
which provides, "[T]he provisions of this Convention shall not affect the
rights and obligations of any Contracting Party deriving from any ex-
isting international agreement, except where the exercise of those rights
and obligations would cause serious damage or threat to biological
diversity." '116
One question concerning the applicability of the Biodiversity Treaty
deserves amplification: Whether the terms will apply to plant genetic
resources that have already been removed from countries of origin, for
example, those stored ex situ in international seed banks or that exist in
the proprietary breeding programs of Northern seed companies. The ac-
cepted interpretation of the Treaty appears to be that it will only apply to
genetic resources removed from signatories after the Treaty goes into ef-
fect, i.e., resources now located in situ that have not previously been re-
moved. This interpretation means a pharmaceutical company
discovering a new drug from a plant recently discovered in the Amazon
would be subject to the provisions of Article 15 after it goes into effect,
while a U.S. seed company using a gene found in a maize variety re-
moved from Mexico decades ago to genetically engineer U.S. hybrid corn
114. Id. at 20.
115. Clinton-Gore Administration: A New Era for Global Genetic Resources? DIVERSITY, vol. 8,
No. 4, 1992, at 23-24.
116. See Biodiversity Treaty, supra note 3, at 13.
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varieties would not be exempt.117
The basis for this interpretation is found in Article 15(3), which pro-
vides, "for the purposes of this Convention, the genetic resources being
provided by a Contracting Party, as referred to in this Article and Arti-
cles 16 and 19, are only those that are provided by Contracting Parties
that are countries of origin of such resources or by the Parties that have
acquired the genetic resources in accordance with this Convention."1'1 8
Article 36 controls when the Treaty enters into force and provides for
implementation 90 days after the 30th country ratifies or otherwise ap-
proves the convention. 19 The role of the U.S. and the International Ag-
ricultural Research Centers (IARCs) in negotiating this interpretation,
which was accomplished in the final drafting session held in Nairobi on
May 22, 1992, prior to the Rio convention, has come under criticism by
social activists. Consider the following statement:
By keeping these Northem-controlled and strategically valuable collec-
tions outside the framework of the Convention, the industrialized
countries are keeping them free from the new rules like national sover-
eignty of the governments which donated them to the North in the first
place, or the preferential treatment for Third World countries of origin
of these materials. And while the Convention clearly holds that Con-
tracting Parties should not restrict access to genetic resources, this will
not apply to vital national or international genebanks. Thus, the most
valuable and commercially interesting collections of biological re-
sources existing in controlled environments today are not bound by the
rules of the Biodiversity Convention.' 2
0
This aspect of the Treaty can be considered either a fault or a virtue
depending on from which side of the issue one views the interpretation.
From the perspective of the U.S. biotechnology industry, if accepted, this
interpretation should give rise to considerable relief.
V. INTERNATIONAL CONTROL AND OWNERSHIP OF PGR: WHO
OWNS, WHO PAYS?
One effect of the international move to recognize PIPR is that the
countries of origin, which are often developing countries economically
117. For example, teosinte or Zea diploperrennis offers the traits of perrenialism, multiple ears,
and disease resistance. See, eg., Perennial Relative of Corn Holds Promise for Farmers in Corn Belt,
DEs MoINEs REG., Apr. 2, 1989, at 2J; see Roger A. Sedjo, Property Rights, Genetic Resources, and
Biotechnological Change, 35 J. L. & ECON. 199, 205 (1992) (concluding that this genetic material,
originating in Mexico, is now beyond the nation's claims).
118. See Biodiversity Treaty, supra note 3, at 9.
119. See Biodiversity Treaty, supra note 3, at 18-19.
120. Biodiversity at Rio: Conservation or Access?, SEEDLING, June-July 1992, at 2, 5.
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dependant on agricultural and natural resource exploitation, may begin
to view their native plant genetic resources as a resource on which to
capitalize.1 21 The concept of "national sovereignty," grafted into the
FAO Undertaking and now incorporated into the Biodiversity Treaty,
provides a basis for such efforts. This shift in attitude will raise new
questions and obstacles concerning the access that plant explorers and
breeders from developed countries will have to collect and remove plant
genetic materials from these countries. The question will be whether
these countries will condition access for plant explorers or charge fees to
collect genetic resources. While there is a history of nations trying to
control the export of economically important plants, these attempts often
prove futile. A good example is the unsuccessful efforts of Ecuador and
Brazil to prevent the exportation of chinchona (from which quinine is
derived) and rubber. 22 The recent development of "plant prospecting"
agreements between developing countries and western companies provide
an example of how economic incentives, rather than legal prohibitions,
may function. These agreements are patterned after the material transfer
agreements now commonly used between seed breeders in the U.S. when
materials are exchanged. 123 In the past, these agreements have been used
primarily in relation to pharmaceutical uses for plants. However, the
questions concerning access and control over genetic resources are also of
interest in the broader food crop context.
A. National Sovereignty Over PGR: Merck-INBio Plant Prospecting
Agreement
One of the more newsworthy developments in the international de-
bate over the control of genetic resources has been agreements between
developing nations and drug companies to sign "plant prospecting" con-
tracts in which the company agrees to pay a fee and share royalties on
121. For an economic analysis of the rationale for developing intellectual property in plant ge-
netic resources, see Roger A. Sedjo, Property Rights, Genetic Resources, and Biotechnological
Change, 35 J. L. & ECON. 199 (1992).
122. For a discussion of the role of British plant explorers and Kew Gardens in obtaining eco-
nomically valuable plants for use in plantations throughout the British Empire, see, for example,
HENRY HOBHOUSE, SEEDS OF CHANGE: FIVE PLANTS THAT TRANSFORMED MANKIND (1985);
ANTHONY SMITH, EXPLORERS OF THE AMAZON 251-284 (1990). Rubber trees descended from
seedlings raised at Kew Garden from seeds "smuggled" out of the Amazon can still be seen at the
Singapore Botanical Gardens. The seedlings were transplanted to develop the rubber plantations of
southeast Asia.
123. For a discussion of these agreements, see Dan L. Bagatell, Legal and Policy Issues Affecting
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any resulting product. INBio, a non-profit organization formed to inven-
tory and protect Costa Rica's biodiversity, has been a leader in this devel-
opment. INBio has signed agreements with Cornell University,
Strathcylde Institute of Drug Research of the University of Glasgow, and
with Merck & Co., Inc., one of the world's largest drug company's.124
Under the agreement with Merck, which has a long history of developing
medicines formulated from natural substances such as Mevacor, $1 mil-
lion will be paid over two years to support the research staff of INBio.
INBio was formed in 1989 on the recommendation of the Costa Rican
government, to carry out a long-term project to identify and classify the
biodiversity of Costa Rica's natural areas and promote long-term protec-
tion through sustainable development. 2 Under the terms of the agree-
ment, Merck will be given the exclusive right to evaluate a fixed number
of samples of natural materials for pharmaceutical or agricultural appli-
cation. Merck will pay a royalty to INBio on the net sales of any com-
mercialized product based on an INBio-provided sample. The amount of
the royalty will vary depending on the "level of contribution" of the nat-
ural material. 126
The Merck-INBio relationship illustrates a number of factors for
both developing countries and the biotechnology industry. From the
perspective of Costa Rica, the agreement reflects how the concept of na-
tional sovereignty over genetic resources may be utilized in practice.
Furthermore, the agreement demonstrates the potential for capturing the
commercial potential of plant genetic resources and for funding the de-
velopment of local technical expertise concerning plant genetic resources
research and utilization. The non-governmental structure will allow the
national government to direct but remain separate from the agreement, if
desired for political reasons. From the perspective of industry, the agree-
ment illustrates the need to deal directly with representatives of the na-
tional government to obtain permission for plant exploration and
removal. It further illustrates new realities of the limitations on free ex-
ploration and the recognition that access to plant genetic resources mer-
its compensation, not just to use but to search for useful plant genetic
resources. Finally, the agreement reflects the potential need to share the
124. See, ag., Christopher Joyce, Prospectors for Tropical Medicines, NEW SCIENTIST, Oct. 19,
1991, at 38.
125. For a discussion of INBio, see Rodigo Gomez, Costa Rica's National Biodiversity Institute:
Biodiversity Working Sustainably for Society, DIVERSITY, vol. 7, Nos. 1, 2, 1991, at 79.
126. See INBio of Costa Rica and Merck Enter into Innovative Agreement to Collect Biological
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profits from commercializing the product in the form of royalties paid to
the source country.
The Merck-INBio agreement has been hailed as a novel approach in
developed countries. For example, INBio recently received the Peter
Scott Award for Conservation Merit from the International Union for
the Conservation of Nature for its conservation strategy. 12 7 In the U.S.,
the agreement has been seen as a model approach illustrating how the
U.S. biotechnology industry can team up with developing nations and
harness the power of their genetic resources to lead to sustainable devel-
opment. 128 However, beyond the practical questions of the impact of
using contractual agreements for plant exploration, there are several as-
pects of the Merck-INBio agreement that are controversial. First, while
hailed in the North, the agreement has been controversial among envi-
ronmental groups in Costa Rica. The controversy centers on the issue of
INBio's right to sell the genetic resources of Costa Rica. 129 The contro-
versy over the contract led to introduction of a bill in the Costa Rican
National Legislative Assembly to declare genetic resources part of the
national patrimony. 130 Under the law, the exclusive right to commercial-
ize genetic resources would be reserved to the state as part of the public
domain. Another concern is the amount of royalty reserved to INBio.
The amount has been reported at widely varying amounts, in part as a
result of the decision by the parties not to release terms of the agreement.
Different articles report the royalty as high as 60% or 51%, depending
on the need for significant chemical modification of the genetic material,
to as low as 5%. 131
The idea of using "plant prospecting" agreements or "material
transfer agreements" in conjunction with efforts to explore and evaluate
genetic resources is not limited to the INBio experience. For example,
the National Cancer Institute (NCI) has developed a Letter of Intent for
use by its Development Therapeutics Program (DTP) of the Division of
Cancer Treatment, in connection with exploration, collection, and evalu-
ation of materials for cancer treatment. The letter provides:
While investigating the potential of natural products in drug discovery
127. Jack Kloppenburg, Conservationists or Corsairs?, SEEDLING, June-July 1992, at 12.
128. See, eg., Legislative Proposal Seeks to Wed Biodiversity Conservation and Economic Growth,
DIVERSITY, at 24 (concerning a proposed bill by Rep. Torricelli of New Jersey, which would use the
Merck-INBio agreement as a model for future efforts at sustainable development). See also, Elissa
Blum, Making Biodiversity Conservation Pay, 35 ENV'T, May 1993, at 16.
129. See Kloppenburg, supra note 127.
130. See Kloppenburg, supra note 127.
131. See Joyce, supra note 124.
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and development, NCI wishes to promote the conservation of biologi-
cal diversity, and recognizes the need to compensate source country
organizations and people in the event of commercialization of a drug
developed from an organism collected within their borders. 132
Paragraph 8 of the letter provides:
Should the agent eventually be licensed to a pharmaceutical company
for production and marketing, DTP/NCI, in consultation with "coun-
try organization", will make its best effort to negotiate with the com-
pany for inclusion of terms in the licensing agreement requiring
payment of a percentage of royalties accruing from sales of the drug, to
"country organization" and/or groups and individuals of the country
who have provided material and information.1 33
The agreement does not bind the NCI to a set amount of royalty, but
instead requires NCI to use its best efforts in dealing with drug compa-
nies who commercialize a product. NCI will most likely have significant
bargaining ability on this issue if a company's access to the product is
conditioned on an agreement to pay royalties to the source country. Any
question of valuation will depend on quantifying the contribution made
by the genetic material to the product. Another issue affecting payment
of future royalties is whether the product must be derived directly from
plant materials or whether the compound can be identified and synthe-
sized in the laboratory.
B. Will a Race to Claim PIPRs Impact International Seed Banks?
Another issue is how the claims of exclusive ownership to native
plant genetics by developing countries will affect the research activities of
the several dozen seed storage facilities maintained around the world.
Many of these facilicities are part of the IARCs system, which is coordi-
nated by the Consultative Group on Agricultural Research. The plant
breeding activities of the IARCs led to the "Green Revolution" of the
1970's and were responsible for improving crop yields throughout the
developing world. Analyzing this topic is beyond the scope of this arti-
cle; however, it is worthwhile to note several of the legal issues that will
need to be resolved. First, what should be the policy of the centers as to
claiming IPR in the genetic resources located or developed in the
IARCs?134 Second, who owns the genetic materials already in storage,
132. Letter of Intent, accompanying correspondence from Dr. Gordon Cragg, Chief, Natural
Products Branch, Developmental Therapeutics Program, Division of Cancer Treatment, National
Cancer Institute (Feb. 4, 1992) (on file with author).
133. Id. at 2.
134. See, eg., CGIAR Releases Working Document on Intellectual Property Rights, DIVERSITY,
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the host country or the IARCs?135 If the international race to claim
PIPR accelerates, will the IARCs such as the International Rice Re-
search Institute in Manila and CIMMYT in Mexico City be forced to
seek legal protections for their discoveries in order to work with plant
breeders in the developed world? Would such a move be compatible with
the IARCs' possible legal status as "trustees" for the genetic resources in
their seed banks and fulfill their fiduciary obligations to poor farmers in
the developing world?136 While the Biodiversity Treaty may have ex-
cluded the IARCs collections from coverage, the more fundamental issue
of how to haromonize claims of IPR in crop genetics with the moral
obligation to conserve the world's genetic resources and advance the po-
sition of farmers in developing countries will no doubt prove difficult to
resolve.
VI. PIPRs Go TO THE FARM: WILL THEY AFFECT THE
STRUCTURE OF AGRICULTURE?
The preceding discussion has considered the history of international
claims to PIPR and the possible effect of the recent trade agreements on
the development of the biotechnology industry. Another challenge, per-
haps the most interesting from a practical perspective, is to consider how
the development of these various international agreements apply in the
U.S. to development of commercialized plant genetic products, such as
improved soybean seed. The question is whether the provisions offer the
clarity and legal protection desired by their proponents. An important
component of the discussion of the practical effect of these varying inter-
national developments is to consider the effect the commercialization and
development of PIPRs will have on the agricultural sector, in particular,
the farmers who are the first consumers of the improved genetic materi-
als. In this regard, the role that PIPR will play in promoting such cur-
rent trends as production of "identity preserved grains" and "pharming"
of transgenic crops, as well as the larger question of how they contribute
to the "industrialization" of agriculture must be considered. The first
issue to consider is how efforts to expand PIPR protections in the 1991
vol. 8, No. 2, 1992, at 11; see also, JOHN E. BARTON & WOLFGANG H. SIEBECK, INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY ISSUES FOR THE INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH CENTERS (1992).
135. Wolfgang H. Siebeck and John E. Barton, The Legal Status of CGIAR Germ Plasm Collec-
tions and Related Issues (Dec. 31, 1991) (paper commissioned by the CGIAR) (on file with author).
136. Wolfgang H. Siebeck and John E. Barton, The Implications of Applying the Legal Concept
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UPOV Convention may affect the development and interpretation of
U.S. laws concerning IPR for seeds.
A. Interpreting the Plant Variety Protection Act's Farmer Exemption
In 1970 Congress passed the PVPA giving the developers of novel
plant varieties eighteen year patent-like protection and creating a system
for them to protect innovations from infringement. 137 The law was en-
acted to stimulate private breeding activities for sexually reproducing
crops, like soybeans, by providing financial incentives for plant breeders.
Since its passage, over two thousand PVP certificates have been issued.
The Act is easy to use, and plant breeders can complete the applications
for a PVP certificate without the services of a patent attorney. The Act is
considered to have played a significant role in increasing private seed
breeding activities in the U.S. 138 An important aspect of the operation of
the PVPA is the exemptions it contains: (1) a research exemption, which
allows "bona fide research" on protected varieties;139 (2) an intermediary
exemption for those who transport or deliver seeds in the course of busi-
ness or who advertise them;" and (3) a farmer exemption, which gives
farmers the right to save seed for future uses and in some instances to sell
saved seed to other farmers. 141
In recent years, the farmer exemption, also known as the crop ex-
emption, has become very controversial. The claim by seed breeders is
that, under the exemption, farmers are able to purchase PVPA protected
seed, raise a crop, and then sell significant amounts to other farmers as
seed. Their argument is that this unfairly appropriates the research of
the seed breeder and steals their markets. The practice of farmers saving
and selling first generation protected seed is commonly referred to as
"brown bagging" and is a fairly common, although unpublicized, prac-
tice in areas producing sexually reproducing crops, such as wheat, soy-
beans, and cotton. The potential financial impact of brown bagging on
seed research can not be denied. 142
137. 7 U.S.C. §§ 2321-2583 (1970).
138. See Carl E. Pray, Preliminary Report on Results of the Survey of Seed Industry Research
and Use of Intellectual Property Rights, Rutgers University, Dept. of Agricultural Economics and
Marketing (Dec. 1991) (on file with author).
139. 7 U.S.C. § 2544 (1970).
140. Id. § 2545.
141. Id. § 2543.
142. For example, in 1990 Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. decided to stop breeding hard red
winter wheat in Kansas due to financial losses. Statistics show that in 1989 only eight percent of
acres planted with Pioneer's variety 2157 were actually sold by Pioneer; the rest had been "brown
bagged" by other growers. Brief for Pioneer Hi-Bred International, Inc. as amicus curiae, Asgrow
Seed Co. v. Winterboer, 982 F.2d 486 (Fed. Cir. 1992). Asgrow continues to market and research
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As a result of incidents like this, the American Seed Trade Associa-
tion (ASTA) has led efforts to amend the PVPA to limit the farmer ex-
emption to only allow saving of seed for planting on the farm, prohibiting
sales of saved seed to other farmers.143 An ASTA official recently stated,
"[T]he number one priority in ASTA is amending the PVPA." 14  How-
ever, neither Congress nor the USDA, which administers the law, have
acted to limit the exemption. As a result, the main avenue for seed
breeders to defend their legal rights in PVPA protected seed is to bring
suit when they believe producers' actions have illegally infringed their
rights.
1. Asgrow Seed Co. v. Winterboer: Limits on the Farmer
Exemption?
The number of enforcement actions under the Act have been small
and few cases have reached the federal courts.145 However, a major
brown bagging case is now being considered by the federal courts, and
the resulting interpretation may precipitate Congressional amendment of
the Act. Asgrow Seed Co. v. Winterboer,14 pits one of the nation's largest
seed breeders, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Upjohn Co., against a
farm family from Clay County, Iowa. The controversy concerns the ap-
plication of the farmer exemption and, in particular, a provision that au-
thorizes farmers to sell saved seeds to other farmers. The main issue is
whether the law places a reasonable limit on the amount of seed a farmer
can save and sell to other farmers or whether the provision is a wide-
open exception to the plant breeders' rights. Section 2543 reads, in perti-
nent part, that
it shall not infringe any right hereunder for a person to save seed pro-
duced by him from seed obtained, or descended from seed obtained, by
authority of the owner of the variety for seeding purposes and use such
saved seed in the production of a crop for use on his farm, or for sale as
wheat in Europe, where the prohibitions on farmers saving seed are more express. This distinction
between the protections for seed producers in Europe and in the U.S. is not lost on U.S. seed trade
leaders, who argue that international companies will not release improved crop genetics in the U.S.
until its laws are strengthened.
143. For a discussion of the development of the farmer exemption, see Scott D. Wegner, The
Plant Variety Protection Act: Has the Farmer Exemption Swallowed the Act?, 9 AGRIc. L. UPDATE 4
(1992). See, eg., Proposed Amendments to the Plant Variety Protection Act: Hearing Before Subcom-
mittee on Department Operations; Research and Foreign Agriculture, 101st Cong., 2nd Sess. (1990).
144. David Lambert, Executive Vice President of ASTA, Remarks made at a Conference on
"Intellectual Property Rights: Protection of Plant Materials," sponsored by the Crop Science Society
of America in Washington D.C., (Jan. 26-28, 1993).
145. See Delta & Pine Land Co. v. Peoples Gin Co., 694 F.2d 1012 (5th Cir. 1983); Asgrow Seed
Co. v. Kunkle Seed Co., 795 F. Supp. 915 (W.D. La. 1987).
146. 795 F. Supp. 915 (N.D. Iowa 1991).
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provided in this section: Provided, That without regard to the provi-
sions of section 2541(3) of this title it shall not infringe any right here-
under for a person, whose primary farming occupation is the growing
of crops for sale for other than reproductive purposes, to sell such
saved seed to other persons so engaged, for reproductive purposes, pro-
vided such sale is in compliance with such State laws governing the
sale of seed as may be applicable.147
The facts in Winterboer provide a dramatic illustration of the stakes
involved. Asgrow, a major agricultural seed company, has successfully
developed and marketed varieties of soybean seeds. The Winterboers,
family farmers, do business under the name DeeBee's Farm and Seed.
Asgrow alleged its investigation revealed that the Winterboer's were
brown-bagging Asgrow's seeds by harvesting and selling the seeds in
non-descriptive brown bags, touting the seeds as being "just-like" As-
grow's varieties. In December 1990, Asgrow had an agent visit the
Winterboer farm to purchase soybean seed. Mr. Winterboer informed
the agent he had soybean seed for sale that was just like Asgrow varieties
A1937 and A2234. In fact, Winterboer conveniently called his "just-
like" varieties 1938 and 2235. Mr. Ness purchased 20 bags of each vari-
ety, which Asgrow then had tested by its plant biologist. The biologist
determined the seeds were Asgrow A1937 and A2234.
Asgrow brought an action in federal court for an injunction against
the Winterboer's farm. After two hearings the parties agreed to an in-
junction that barred the Winterboers from selling any seed for the 1991
planting season. However, no agreement was reached concerning 1992
or past damages. The Winterboers did not dispute that Asgrow was the
owner of a novel variety protected under the Act, and that they had sold
progeny of the novel variety, over 10,000 bushels in 1991. Instead, they
argued that because they sold over 80% of their soybean crop for pur-
poses other than reproduction, they fell within the farmer "saved" seed
exemption. They also claimed they had complied with Iowa law on the
label disclosure and sale of seed. The specific language of section 2543
under which they sought shelter is: "a person, whose primary farming
occupation is the growing of crops for sale for other than reproductive
purposes .... 14 8 Asgrow maintained that the concept of saved seed
limited the farmer sale provision. Under the saved seed concept, a
farmer can only save what is necessary for replanting purposes and then
sell portions of that saved seed if planting needs or intentions change.
Asgrow argued that, to read the exemption as broadly as the Winterboers
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claimed, would mean farmers could buy and raise protected varieties and
then sell up to half of their crop to other farmers as seed. The company
argued such a broad interpretation of the saved seed exemption would
not forward the congressional intent for enacting the PVPA, to create
economic incentives for plant breeders to develop and market novel
varieties.
Judge O'Brien granted Asgrow motion for summary judgment and
granted the request for a permanent injunction against the Winterboers,
restricting the sale of seed to that which comes within the court's defin-
tion of "saved seed. The judge denied the Winterboers' motion for sum-
mary judgment and set a separate hearing on the issue of damages for
past sales. In ruling for Asgrow, Judge O'Brien made a significant judi-
cial interpretation of the scope of the saved seed and farmer sale exemp-
tions. The court decided "to interpret the statute in a manner which will
dictate that the intent of Congress in enacting the PVPA will be accom-
plished." 149 The court noted that while the legislative history and thus
Congressional intent of the PVPA is limited, the one Circuit Court case
interpreting the Act concluded that Congress "intended to create a nar-
row exemption when creating the farmer exemption." 150 In Delta and
Pine Land Company v. People Gin Company, the Fifth Circuit ruled that
a cooperative could not serve as a third party intermediary in sales of
saved seed between members of the cooperative and other farmers and
concluded that "congress did not intend for the crop exemption to cover
every sale from one farmer to another."'15I However, the Fifth Circuit
did not interpret the issue in Winterboer - the quantity of saved seed
allowed to be sold.
Judge O'Brien concluded that Congress had not intended to give
farmers an unrestricted right to sell seed. He reasoned that the legisla-
tors would not have included the saved seed provision if they had in-
tended an unrestricted right to sell seed. In his view, the inclusion of
"saved" to describe the amount of a seed the law permits a farmer to sell
"indicates a clear congressional intent to place limits on the amount of
seed a farmer can sell to other farmers under the Act."' 52 The issue then
became how to quantify the amount of seed a farmer could save and
possibly sell. In reading the statute as a whole and giving effect to the
intent of Congress to promote the development and marketing of novel
149. Asgrow, 795 F. Supp. at 918.
150. Id
151. 694 F.2d 1012 (5th Cir. 1983).
152. Asgrow, 795 F. Supp. at 918-19.
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seed varieties, the court concluded that the "exception allows a farmer to
save, at a maximum, an amount of seed necessary to plant his soybean
acreage for the subsequent year."153 Assuming a farmer plants soybeans
at a rate of one bushel per acre, this provision would mean that, if a
farmer "could reasonably expect to plant 1500 acres of the protected va-
riety in the subsequent crop year, the maximum amount of seed that
could be classified as 'saved seed' would be 1500 bushels." The court
recognized "this interpretation of 'saved seed' restricts the number of
bushels farmers will be able to sell to one another,"1 54 but concluded that
"the purpose of Congress in enacting the PVPA was to protect the devel-
oper of a new line of seed and to allow a farmer to sell the prodigy of the
novel variety as limited" by the court's example. The court noted that
while the interpretation restricts the scope of a farmer's control,
this court is convinced that the intent of Congress in enacting the stat-
ute was to give farmers more choices, make American agricultural
products more competitive in world markets, and thereby ultimately
get superior products more resistant to disease and infestation and
higher in overall yield and quality, and to assure the developers of
novel varieties of sexually reproduced plants the exclusive right to sell,
reproduce, import, or export such varieties. See 1970 U.S. Code Cong.
& Admin. News, 5082, 5082-83. Such an intent is thwarted when a
developer's sales of such seed is diluted by the lower priced sales by
those who have contributed nothing to the development of the novel
variety. 155
2. Asgrow Seed Co. v. Winterboer I- The Federal Circuit
Reverses
The Winterboers appealed the district court decision to the court
153. Id. at 919.
154. Id.
155. IM at 919-20. Another issue the court addressed concerned whether in selling the protected
varieties, the Winterboers had complied with state seed labeling laws, requiring the farmers to label
saved seeds as protected varieties when they sell the seeds. Asgrow argued that in the original
opinion, the court had made rulings in footnotes two and five which could be read as conflicting on
the issue of whether the Winterboers had to also violate Iowa state seed labeling law in order to have
violated 7 U.S.C. § 2541(6) (1970) (concerning infringement). In a motion for clarification, Asgrow
asked the court to reconsider the question of whether a state violation must be found for a farmer to
violate § 2541(6). Upon further review, the court agreed with Asgrow and determined that an error
had been made in the earlier ruling. The court issued an order November 14, 1991, clarifying the
original ruling by amending footnote five to read:
This court has ruled that the defendants violated the Plant Varieties Protection Act be-
cause most of their extensive sales, 10,000 bushels, do not fall within the farmer exception.
This court will not rule on the allegations that the defendants violated the Iowa labeling
law, because such a determination is not necessary to decide the issue of liability.
The court explained the order as meaning that a decision on the issue of a violation of the PVPA
labeling provisions "need not be addressed, as a violation was found under the other sections."
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with jurisdiction over PVPA appeals, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Federal Circuit. In December 1992, the court issued its opinion, revers-
ing the district court and remanding the case for further proceedings. 156
The Circuit Court provided a ruling of first impression on the question of
the quantitative limit for the exemption. The federal circuit held that
certain statutory limits restrict the "crops exemption," but the district
court's quantitative or "ensuing crop" limits does not exist. The court
noted that neither the statutory language nor the legislative context for
the 1970 Act "suggest that the crop exemption contains an ensuing crop
limitation." The court acknowledged that "without meaningful limita-
tions, the crop exemption could undercut much of the PVPA's incen-
tives." 7 The Act, as written however, contains no ensuing crop
limitation as determined by the District Court."'1 58
Instead, the appeals court held that the crops exemption is subject to
the statutory limits found in section 2543. The court identified the fol-
lowing limitations: (a) the crops exemption only applies when the seed
being saved, used, or sold has been obtained by authority of the owner of
the variety for seeding purposes; (b) sales can be made only to other
farmers; (c) the "primary occupation" of both the seller and the buyer of
the seed must be "the growing of crops for sale for other than reproduc-
tive purposes"; and (d) the selling farmer remains subject to infringement
under sections 2541(3) and (4) of the Act, concerning either "sexually
multiplying the novel variety as a step in marketing or using the novel
variety in producing (as distinguished from developing) a hybrid or dif-
ferent variety."' 59
The court ruled that the term "primary" carries its "customary
meaning" of "first in importance; chief; principal; main," as taken from
Webster's dictionary. The court determined the crops exemption must
be applied on a crops-by-crops basis, meaning that "buyers or sellers of
brown bag seed qualify for the crop exemption only if they produce a
larger crop from a protected seed for consumption (or other
nonreproductive purposes) than for sale as seed."' 160 As applied, this test
means that "a court must determine the amount of crops a farmer grows
for sale to consumers and the amount of crops a farmer grows for brown
bag sales to other farmers."' 6' If the farmer sells more to consumers
156. Asgrow Seed Co. v. Winterboer, 982 F.2d 486 (Fed. Cir. 1992).
157. Id.
158. Id. at 491.
159. Id.
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than to other farmers as seed, then the farmer qualifies under the section
"to buy or sell saved seed." The court specified that the exemption ap-
plies not only on a crop-by-crop basis, but also to each novel variety, "i.e.
on 'crops produced from a particular novel seed variety - by crops pro-
duced from a particular novel seed variety' basis." '162 This interpretation
means a court must calculate production and the amount eligible for sale
under the exemption for each novel variety produced. Thus, a farmer
who produced ten acres of one novel variety of PVPA-protected soy-
beans out of a total of one hundred acres of soybeans raised could only
sell as seed the production from less than half of the ten acres, rather
than all soybeans produced. Variety-by-variety application of the exemp-
tion should provide substantial grist for judicial proceedings on alleged
infringements.
Another issue courts will need to consider under the Asgrow ruling
concerns the application of the limitation on "marketing" found in the
infringement provision of section 2541(3). Providing that farmers brown
bagging seed under section 2543 remain subject to the infringement pro-
vision for marketing creates a statutory paradox. The court recognized
this conflict, noting "an expansive reading of the term 'marketing' would
swallow the entire crop exemption," which "explicitly permits farmers to
make certain brown bag sales of novel varieties." 1 63 In response to this
problem, the court developed a definition of what "marketing" means in
the context of section 2541(3): "'[Marketing' in the context of the
PVPA means extensive or coordinated selling activities, such as advertis-
ing, using an intervening sales representative, or similar extended mer-
chandising or retail activities. 164
Several practical implications may result from the Asgrow ruling.
First, the court interpreted the provision as prohibiting second level
brown bagging, i.e., a farmer who buys brown bag seed may neither save
nor sell any of the crop produced as seed, because the farmer did not
obtain the seed "by authority of the owner of the variety." However,
other courts may question this interpretation because the farmer exemp-
tion reads, "to save seed produced by him from seed obtained, or de-
scended from seed obtained, by authority of the owner of the variety for
seeding purposes."' 165 Any seed produced from legally brown-bagged




165. 7 U.S.C. § 2543 (1970) (emphasis added).
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owner of the variety. The appeals court's interpretation does not indicate
how a seed company could police second generation brown bagging.
Courts may face the issue of who will police this standard, the PVPA
certificate holder concerned with infringement or the brown bag seller
who may be the only one who knows who has purchased seed? The opin-
ion also notes that most of the infringement provisions of section 2541,
including the requirement of section 2541(6) that purchasers be notified
that the seed is a protected variety, do not apply if a farmer's sales qualify
under the crop exemption.
3. Winterboer and Seed Industry Efforts to Amend the PVPA
The appellate decision constituted a serious set-back for the seed
industry, which had embraced the district court ruling as a reasonable
limitation on brown bagging. The reversal will have several effects.
First, Asgrow, after being denied a request for an en banc rehearing by
the Appeals Court, is now seeking revision by the U.S. Supreme Court.
Second, if the decision is not reversed by Congress or the Supreme Court,
it may encourage seed breeders to seek alternative forms of IPR protec-
tions for their new varieties either in the form of patents or by developing
hybrid seed for crops now open pollinated. Developing hybrid seeds has
so far proven commercially impractical for many crops, such as wheat,
cotton, and soybeans, but may be nearer for canola. Developing hybrids
allows the use of trade secrets as in the seed corn industry and reduces
the threat of brown bagging. However, hybrids offer their own risks,
notably, controlling the identification and use of the small number of
self-pollinated seeds that may appear in the commercial product, known
in the industry as "chasing sefs." Third, the seed industry, led by the
ASTA, will attempt to use the ruling as ammunition to convince Con-
gress to amend the farmer exemption.166 According to the seed industry,
the Act creates too large an exemption. Seed breeders invest millions in
developing new varieties only to see the markets for the seeds captured
by farmers brown bagging seed as a side line business under the legal
protection of the exemption. They argue that if the law is not changed,
then "[t]he industry will come to a crossroads and companies will curtail
their research and go the patent route. 1
67
The seed industry has obtained the support of several agricultural
groups in the campaign to prohibit brown bagging by amending the
166. See Anne Cook, PVP Legislation: Most Organizations Want It, Congress Still 'Reviewing'It,
SEED & CROP INDUS. J., Dec. 1992, at 12.
167. Id. at 13 (quoting Leslie Cahill, vice president of governmental affairs of the ASTA).
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farmer exemption. For example, the official position of the American
Soybean Association is as follows:
In order to encourage new and innovative research programs to de-
velop new public and private varieties of soybeans, ASA supports the
Plant Variety Protection Act and efforts to amend the Act to prohibit
the sale of protected varieties of soybean seeds without the consent of
the owner of the protected variety. 168
The seed industry argument to farm groups is that without the willing-
ness of private companies to engage in seed breeding American farmers
will be denied access to improved genetics and will be limited to publicly
released varieties.
The effort to amend the law is somewhat simplified by the fact that
no organized group representing brown baggers exists. Instead, the issue
is how will the interests of American farmers to save sufficient quantities
of seed to plant future crops or make incidental sales of seed left on hand
be protected. One exception to farm group support for the ASTA efforts
to prohibit all farmer seed sales is the American Farm Bureau Federation
(AFBF), the nation's largest farm organization. At the 1993 annual
meeting in Anaheim, California, the AFBF debated a resolution concern-
ing amendments to the PVPA.'69 After considerable discussion, the
AFBF passed the following resolution:
In order to strengthen the rights of plant breeders and maintain
farmer's ability to save seed for the land he or she farms and dispose of
incidental amounts of seed, we will:
(1) Support strong intellectual property rights protection to allow seed
developers the ability to recover the costs of research and development
of seed;
(2) Support restricting the sales of protected varieties, except for inci-
dental sales, without the permission of the owner;
(3) Support the present provision which allows a farmer to save seed
for use on all the land that he or she farms; and
(4) Support a provision to allow growers of seed varieties protected
under the Plant Variety Protection Act (PVPA) to sell the seed ac-
cording to local commercial law if the seed company fails to abide by
the grower contract.
We oppose expansion of the breeders' rights through incorporation of
the concept of "essentially derived varieties" (as delineated by the 1991
International Union for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants) into
168. Id.
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the scope of protection afforded by the PVPA.170
The main issue under this approach will be defining "incidental sales."
The AFBF is now developing an agreed interpretation of "incidental
sales" and is looking to such areas of law as tax consideration for "inci-
dental" sales. However, officials of the organization recognize the need
for a definition that accommodates climactic and market related vari-
ables, for example, weather conditions preventing planting that leave a
farmer with a larger supply of saved seed to sell, rather than resorting
strictly to a quantitative limit. Only time will tell whether limiting the
"farmer exemption" on the basis of "incidental" sales will provide the
basis for a compromise.
4. How Amending the PVPA Farmer Exemption Relates to the
1991 UPOV
The seed industry will combine the process to amend the farmer
exemption to the PVPA with Congressional consideration of legislation
to ratify the changes made in the 1991 UPOV convention. The seed in-
dustry view is that to ratify UPOV, Congress must amend the PVPA to
remove the farmer sale provision allowing any form of brown bagging.
On closer inspection, however, this reasoning may be more self-serving
than international law mandates. Past versions of the UPOV Treaty did
not contain a provision authorizing a farmer exemption such as that in
the PVPA. Consequently, U.S. law has not complied with the UPOV on
farmer sales either at the time the U.S. became a member or now. Be-
cause the members of the UPOV were anxious to have the U.S. as a
member, U.S. membership was approved in a manner that allowed the
variance between the PVPA and the UPOV to be ignored.
171
In March 1991, the UPOV Treaty was amended to include an op-
tional farmer exemption. However, the provision limits the amount of
seed saved to only that amount needed to plant a crop, i.e., a "plant
back" provision. 17 2 The new provision does not allow farmers to sell
saved seed for reproductive purposes, as authorized in the PVPA. While
the PVPA's farmer exemption is broader, the amendment of UPOV to
allow an optional farmer plant back provision brings the Treaty closer to
U.S. law. Concerning the allegations that the U.S. will cease to comply
170. Plant Variety Protection Act, Resolution 60A, American Farm Bureau Federation, in Res-
olutions Committee Report 31 (1992).
171. Interview with Andr6 Heitz, Director-Counsellor, UPOV, in Geneva, Switzerland (June 3,
1992).
172. 7 U.S.C. §§ 2321-2583 (1970).
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with the UPOV convention if Congress does not restrict the farmer ex-
emption, the U.S. is currently not complying. Further, UPOV does not
include a mechanism to discipline or remove a current member from the
convention when a member's domestic laws conflict with the terms of the
convention. 173 Thus, the somewhat anomalous situation exists whereby
Congress could ratify the 1991 UPOV convention without making any
amendments to the farmer exemption in the PVPA. While the gap be-
tween the PVPA and Article 15 of UPOV would be apparent, there may
not be any recourse available to other members of UPOV. The only po-
tential problem could be seed companies in other UPOV members argu-
ing that our farmer exemption represents an unfair trade barrier under
the GATT or boycotting the U.S. by refusing to market improved seeds
here.174
Another issue concerning the interplay between the PVPA and
UPOV concerns the impact of the law on farmers who buy brown-
bagged seeds. Currently, the PVPA does not include any language
prohibiting the purchase of brown-bag seed. Instead, the burden of any
damage for infringing the plant variety rests on the seller, and infringe-
ment cases have dealt only with sellers, not purchasers. 175 But this rule
could also change if Congress ratifies the 1991 version of UPOV and
amends the PVPA to conform to it. This is because a new Article 14(2)
and (3) in UPOV provide that countries must allow breeders the right to
take legal actions against products made from the harvested material
produced through unauthorized use of protected varieties. The protec-
tion only applies in situations where the breeder did not have a "reason-
able opportunity to exercise his right in relation to the said harvested
material," for example, where cut flowers are raised in a country without
plant protections from bulbs obtained in the importing nation. 76 Be-
cause the PVPA allows for certain lawful sales under the farmer exemp-
tion the breeder would not be able to act against the harvested material
in the hands of a third party, such as processors who purchased the crop
from the farmer. However, the situation may be less clear if the third
173. Id
174. This argument has been made by members of the U.S. seed industry. See Cook, supra note
166 (quoting Don Latham, a partner in an Iowa seed company, as saying, "Through mergers and
acquisitions, most of the major seed companies have gone to foreign ownership. If we don't comply
with UPOV, those companies won't be moving their new products into the U.S. because they don't
have protection. They've said that.").
175. In 1990, the ASTA proposed that Congress amend the PVPA to make it illegal for a party
to "knowingly purchase protected seed for reproduction without the authority of the owner of the
variety." See Wegner, supra note 143, at 4; see also supra note 143, at 39.
176. Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants, art. 14(3) (1991).
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party purchased the crop from a farmer who had obtained the seed in an
unauthorized fashion that did not give the breeder a reasonable opportu-
nity to protect the variety. 177
B. Identity Preservation and the "'Industrialization" of American
Agriculture
American agriculture is changing rapidly. It is becoming more con-
centrated, more technically advanced, and more integrated with the in-
put and marketing sectors. In other words, American agriculture is
rapidly becoming industrialized. 178 Thomas Urban, president of Pioneer
Hi-Bred International, Inc., the world's largest supplier of hybrid corn,
describes industrialization as the process whereby the production of
goods is restructured under the pressure of increasing levels of capital
and technology in a manner that allows for a management system to
integrate "each step in the economic process to achieve increasing effi-
ciencies in the use of capital, labor, and technology."' 179 Commenting on
the change, he stated:
Production agriculture in the Western World is now entering the last
phase of industrialization - the integration of each step in the food
production system. The production is rapidly becoming part of an in-
dustrialized food system."' 180
While not advocating the changes, Urban views the development opti-
mistically, noting it will maximize uniformity and predictability in agri-
cultural production and will allow for branding of food and marketing of
"identify preserved" products, a development his plant breeders are ac-
tively pursuing."' He believes it will attract capital to agriculture and
lead to more rapid adoption of new technologies. He is also optimistic
that it will create opportunities for agriculture, possibly giving rise to a
177. In this case the seed breeder could possibly go against both the seller of the crop and the
harvested material produced from the seed, even in the hands of a third party. If U.S. law is
amended to give holders of breeders' rights the power to pursue products made from their varieties
even in the hands of people other than the producer of the unauthorized crop, implementing such a
provision would raise many new legal issues and possibly pass the threat of liability for PVP infringe-
ment on to anyone who purchased illegally reproduced seed or material produced from the seed. If
this would become law, the risks of illegal brown bagging could pass to others in the chain of agricul-
ture, and the seed industry would have enhanced powers to control marketing and use of genetic
materials.
178. See MARTY STRANGE, FAMILY FARMING: A NEW ECONOMIC VISION (1988) (discussing
agricultural industrialization and the status of the family farm).
179. Thomas N. Urban, Agricultural Industrialization: It's Inevitable, CHOICES, 4th Quarter
1991, at 4.
180. Id.
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new family farm - one that is "dependent as much on financial manage-
ment skills and contract marketing as on production and agronomy
know-how" - a "super farmer" who will respond quickly to new oppor-
tunities to increase income and reduce risk."82 Of course, the movement
to an industrialized agriculture is not without critics who identify con-
cerns about the economic and social health of family farms and rural
communities, the stewardship of the land, and the effect on the cost and
quality of our food. 3 From the perspective of this article, the issue is
how will recognition of PIPR impact industrialization. A preliminary
analysis of the issue identifies a number of ways biotechnology may shape
the future structure of agriculture. Consider the following issues:
- the commercialization of biotechnology and its products, which
loomed on the horizon for years, is now coming true as products such
as Calgene's Flavr Savr tomato makes its way to the table;184
- efforts to develop markets and technology for producing "industrial"
crops will create new uses for agricultural production; 185 and
- increased concentration in the food processing industry and vertical inte-
gration into production by food processors and marketers.1
86
Each of these trends raises fundamental legal issues that may alter
the structure of agriculture in the U.S. Perhaps the issue of most direct
interest concerns the development of specialty crops and industrial uses
which create the potential for greatly expanded marketing opportunities
and greater diversity in the mix of crops raised. 87 A common assump-
tion in U.S. agriculture is that genetic engineering and biotechnology will
expand both the crops to be produced and their potential uses. For ex-
ample, new agricultural opportunities may be created in which patented
transgenic animals ' 88 are "pharmed" to produce lower-cost drugs and
182. See Urban, supra note 179, at 5.
183. See, eg., George Anthan, Is Industrialization Good for U.S., Agriculture? DES MOINES
REG., Dec. 15, 1991, at 2C (comparing Urban's talk with an article by Wendall Berry). Wendall
Berry, Living with the Land, 46 J. SOIL AND WATER CONSERVATION 390 (1991) (describing the
social ills which will accompany an industrialized agriculture).
184. Pamela Weintraub, The Coming of the High-Tech Harvest, AUDUBON, July-Aug. 1992, at
92.
185. See, eg., Don Muhm, Finding New Uses for Iowa's Surplus Crops, DES MOINES REG., May
13, 1992, at 8S (regarding a hearing in Cedar Rapids by the USDA's Alternative Agriculture Re-
search and Commercialization Board); Don Muhm, Project to Focus on Special Crops, DES MOINES
REG., May 17, 1992, at J1 (regarding a project by Iowa cooperatives to market specialty grains
raised by members).
186. See, eg., Karol Wrage, DuPont Enters the Seed and Grain Industry: A Giant Leap Forward
for I-P Crops?, SEED & CROPS INDUSTRY J., Dec. 1992, at 8.
187. Rex Gogerty, Farming for Factories, THE FURROW, Nov.-Dec. 1991, at 10.
188. See Comment, All Animals Are Equal, But Some Are Better Than Others: Patenting Trans-
genic Animals, 7 J. COMTEMP. HEALTH L. & POL'Y 245 (1991).
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medicines,189 and plants are engineered to grow plastics.190
As a part of this development, however, it is only natural that the
companies developing the new crops and products will utilize whatever
range of intellectual property rights protections are available to protect
their financial interests in the crops and to recoup their investments. In
other words, the biotechnology companies will look for ways to project
their legal interests farther out the production flow of a product in order
to capture the value that their actions contribute to it. Biotechnology
companies will not be content to sell improved seeds and receive gains
from higher seed prices. Instead, they will look for ways to control the
production of value-added crops so a portion of the enhanced value re-
sulting from their genetic improvement inures to them. For example,
many seed companies are promoting as the future of agriculture the pro-
duction of "end use tailored varieties," which have been genetically engi-
neered to express traits or products specifically suited for certain
applications, such as high oil corn suited for animal feeds, 191 as the fu-
ture of agriculture. 192 This development may represent new profit oppor-
tunities for farmers, but legal issues may arise concerning producer
access to these contracting opportunities and the role of specialty crop
production in spurring concentration of production.1 93 A central issue
may concern whether "identity preserved" production will mean in the
future most grain will be grown under contract with seed breeders or by
the ultimate user. The effect this will have on traditional marketing and
production relations and on the methods for pricing and payment for
agricultural crops is unknown. Will all farmers have access to these rela-
tions, or only the largest ones, thereby fueling the "industrialization" of
agriculture?
One direct result of contract production and industrialization may
be the need for farmers to consider collective action in negotiating fair
contracts. Urban recognized this potential:
189. See Elyse Tanouye, Genetically Engineered Pigs Are Said to Produce Anti-Clotting Human
Protein, WALL STREET J., Apr. 9, 1992, at B7 (reporting on the work of a scientist at Virginia
Polytechnical Institute in genetically engineering pigs to produce human Protein C in their milk).
190. See Aral Kumar Naj, Plant's Genes Are Engineered to Yield Plastic, WALL STREET J.,
Apr. 24, 1992, at BI (reporting on the work of botanists at Michigan State to genetically engineer a
wild relative of mustard to yield biodegradable plastics).
191. See Greg D. Horstmeier, Farming by Invitation Only, ToP PRODUCER, Feb. 1993, at 39;
Karol Wrage, DuPont Enters the Seed and Grain Industry: A Giant Leap Forward for I-P Crops?
SEED & CROPS INDUSTRY J., Dec. 1992, at 8 (discussing DuPonts plans to produce value-added
high-oil corn using production contracts with farmers, entered into by its newly established grains
production division, Optimum Quality Grain, located in Des Moines).
192. See Wheat and Wilson, supra note 181.
193. Robin Hoffman, Super Farmers' Grab Crop Contracts, ToP PRODUCER, May-June 1992, at
1993]
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We may even see farmers organize with like members of a system, or
systems, as labor did at the turn of the century, to protect their inter-
ests in the face of contracts perceived to be unfair. They will certainly
ask for, and receive, legislative protection at state and federal levels as
labor has done in the past. 94
The coming industrialization of agriculture will provide American farm-
ers with the opportunity to see how IPR for plant genetic resources af-
fects them. Whether the issue is organizing to bargain for fairness in the
contract terms they are offered, or merely trying to adjust to an agricul-
ture in which most crops are produced under contract, the recognition of
PIPR may have its most direct impact on the nation's farms.
VII. WHAT IS PATENTABLE? UNCERTAINTIES IN APPLYING IPRs
TO PLANT GENETICS
The role of the legal system in sustaining the debate over PIPR must
not be overlooked. In many ways the decisions by U.S. courts to recog-
nize patents in living materials and to allow patents for plant varieties
triggered the international scramble over PIPR.195 That scramble has
been led by patent lawyers representing the biotechnology industry in an
effort to solidify and further the legal gains won in the courts by applying
them on an international basis. This means that, in addition to the vari-
ous international agreements in which PIPR are being considered, there
is also the matter of how the domestic law of individual nations and the
jurisprudence for intellectual property applies to living materials. In this
regard, the focus is not just on what the law says is subject to IPR claims,
but also on how the courts, patent officials, or foreign governments may
apply those provisions to individual claims of protection. It is one matter
to say a new variety of plant or a genetically altered material is patenta-
ble. But, it is another matter for the "creator" to be able to obtain a
patent and defend it against the traditional challenges, such as non-obvi-
ousness and prior art, which may be brought by other companies with
competing claims or to prevent infringement by other companies in de-
veloping nations.
194. See Urban, supra, note 179.
195. In contrast to what is now under way in the European Community in consideration of the
proposed Directive on Patenting Biological Inventions, some critics of the U.S. approach to PIPR
note the role that U.S. courts played in creating the legal basis for patent claims to living materials
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A. Industry Disputes in Claiming Patent Rights to Plants
While the U.S. has been aggressively promoting PIPR in various
international fora, the operation of the intellectual property rights system
in the United States as relates to plant inventions is not without uncer-
tainties and controversy. The central issues involve defining "patenta-
ble" and resolving of competing claims to plant genes, traits, and
biological processes. The nature of the controversy and the important
legal questions it reflects can be seen in a range of on-going disputes in
the American seed industry. The disputes may reflect only the natural
uncertainty associated with applying patent laws to a new form of "intel-
lectual" property and, in that regard, may be no different than the grow-
ing pains experienced in intellectual property protections for the
semiconductor industry or computer software industry. But when
viewed from another perspective, these disputes may reflect the underly-
ing tension that results from trying to apply IPR principles developed for
inventions of an industrial nature to living materials.96
The decisions of the U.S. courts and patent officials over the last
twelve years, starting with the Supreme Court's decision in Diamond v.
Chakrabarty'97 in 1980 and continuing to the December 1992 decision of
the U.S. Patent Office to grant the first animal patent to a private com-
pany, GenPharm, illustrate the commitment of the U.S. legal system to
recognizing the "patentability" of life. While the U.S. may be irreversi-
bly commited to patenting living materials, the issue is still in debate in
much of the rest of the world. The range of current plant patenting dis-
putes demonstrates that even the America approach is not free of uncer-
tainty. Companies involved in biotechnology and claiming IPR in
agricultural genetics face considerable legal costs and obstacles before
being able to conclusively demonstrate ownership of their inventions in a
way that will yield the economic bounty they seek. The following discus-
sion illustrates the range of intellectual property disputes involving plants
now underway in the U.S.
196. See Andr6 Heitz, Genetic Resources and Plant Breeders' Rights, UPOV (Seminar on the
Nature and Rationale for the Protection of Plant Varieties under the UPOV Convention, Buenos
Aires, Arg.), Nov. 26, 1991 (discussing the underlying tensions between applying a Western system
of patents and a more restricted system of "plant breeders rights").
197. 447 U.S. 303 (1980).
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1. Patenting High Oleic Sunflowers: Were You the First to
Invent?
The U.S. Patent Office Board of Appeals has affirmed a patent ex-
aminer's rejection of the Lubrizol Corporation's patent claims to "high
oleic acid sunflowers."19 Lubrizol wanted to patent the sunflowers so it
could raise the "high-value" product under contract with producers. The
crop's high oleic acid content makes the oil superior for industrial uses
and for food processing. Lubrizol's patent claims have been under attack
from other seed companies, which claim the seeds are unpatentable be-
cause the research to develop them was conducted years before by scien-
tists in the Soviet Union, meaning the claims do not meet U.S. standards
for patent protection. Pioneer Hi-Bred International, one of the world's
largest agricultural genetic companies filed suit in federal court in Iowa
to have the patent claims struck down.199 Pioneer alleges Lubrizol
threatened it with legal action for infringement on the patents for its own
work with high oleic sunflowers. The Pioneer suit will not proceed if the
Patent Office rejection is upheld. However, Lubrizol has promised to
appeal the decision and is confident it will be overturned.
The dispute reflects several interesting aspects of IPR claims in
plant genetics. First, the underlying question concerns what is patenta-
ble and how traditional rules of patent law, such as "prior art"2" and the
sufficiency of the written description, will apply to claims for plant re-
lated patents. Second, the case illustrates the legal and economic impact
of the granting of patents on value added agricultural crops and the ne-
cessity for companies to then defend their patent claims and enforce the
requirement for licensing if the patent is to have any economic value.
Third, if a high value product is not patentable, then companies will have
to explore other mechanisms, such as the PVPA and contractual rela-
tions, to protect their interests. Fourth, the case illustrates the practical
difference between types of IPR protections available for plants. In this
case, Lubrizol sought a utility patent, which does not have a research
exemption, as contrasted to breeders' rights under the PVPA, which
does. The lack of an explicit research exemption for utility patents limits
198. PTO Rejects High Oleic Sunflower Patent" Lubrizol Plans to Appeal, SEED & CROPS INDUS-
TRy J., Nov. 1992, at 7.
199. Karol Cutler, Pioneer Sues to Declare High Oleic Sunflower Patents Invalid, SEED INDUS-
TRY J., Apr. 1992, at 23.
200. See, eg., Ex Parte Thompson, 24 U.S.P.Q., 2d 1618 (1992) (concerning the impact the sale
of a cotton variety in Australia more than one year before the U.S. patent application had on
preventing the grant of a U.S. patent).
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the ability of other companies to conduct further plant breeding or engi-
neering unless they obtain a license from the patent holder.
2. Enzo Biochem Patents All "Antisense" Plant Technology
One of the most commercially exciting developments in plant ge-
netic engineering has been the development of "antisense" technology,
which allows the plant to block protein production. The main applica-
tion of antisense technology to date has been the effort of companies such
as Calgene, ICI Seeds, and DNA Plant Technology in genetically engi-
neering tomatoes by manipulating when the plant begins the ripening
process.20 1 By genetically engineering the plant with an antisense gene,
the crop can be harvested at a riper stage and will stay ripe on the shelf
for a longer period, thus allowing marketing of products that more
closely approximate field-ripened conditions. The technology is attrac-
tive because it may provide a method to obtain a share of the $4 billion
U.S. retail market for fresh tomatoes. Calgene is the most advanced in
the commercialization of genetically engineered food and expects to mar-
ket its "Flavr Savr" tomato in 1993. However, another company, Enzo
Biochem, has recently been granted a patent, originally filed in 1983, on
antisense technology.202 The patent could be extremely important be-
cause it would cover the use of antisense technology in any crop, mean-
ing any company employing antisense technology whether to tomatoes or
any other crop or biotechnology product would need to license the tech-
nology from Enzo Biochem.
Enzo's patent claim may affect the commercial returns of other
companies that are making specific applications of antisense technology.
The dispute illustrates the stacking of patents common in industrial do-
main; however, the claim and the disputes that will follow raise many
issues. The dispute illustrates the hierarchical nature of the potential
claims to altering agricultural genetics. One company may claim a vari-
ety tailored for a specific trait, while another company may claim the
technology used to develop the trait, while a third company may lay
claim to the trait itself or even to the gene involved. This potential for
serial patent claims may be standard in the industrial setting, but it is a
new experience within agricultural production.
201. See, eg., Joan 0' C. Hamilton and James E. Ellis, A Storm Is Breaking Down on the Farm,
BUSINESS WEEK, Dec. 14, 1992, at 98.
202. Antisense Patent Allowed, AGBIOTECH. NEWS, Dec. 1992, at 8; Another Patent Challenge
Against Flavr Savr?, AGBIOTECH. NEws, Nov. 1992, at 1.
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3. Patenting Genetically Engineered Crops: Who Owns Cotton?
The most extreme application of plant patents is the recent an-
nouncement by Agracetus, a Wisconsin based subsidiary of W.R. Grace,
that it has received a patent for "all genetically engineered cotton. ' 20 3 In
connection with announcing the broad-based patent, the vice president of
finance for the company is reported as saying, "all transgeneic cotton
products, regardless of which engineering technique is used, will have to
be commercially licensed through us before they can enter the market-
place."2 ' 4 The terms of the patent are:
Cotton seed capable of germination into a cotton plant comprising in
its genome a chimeric recombinant gene construction including a for-
eign gene and promoter and control sequences operable in cotton cells,
the chimeric gene construction being effective in the cells of the cotton
plant to express a cellular product coded by the foreign gene, the cellu-
lar product imbuing the plant with a detectable trait, the cellular prod-
uct selected from the group consisting of a foreign protein and a
negative strand of RNA.2° s
The claim could have a significant effect on cotton breeding programs,
especially the many efforts underway to genetically engineer cotton to be
resistant to various herbicides. If the patent is determined to be as broad-
based as claimed and if future developments lead to the prevalence of
genetically engineered cotton in the U.S., then the company will have
literally patented cotton, much like how Polaroid has patented instant
processing cameras. While it appears that such broad-based patents are
possible under U.S. patent law, the fact they are granted does not mean
they will be free from challenge or limitation in actual application. 0 6
Agracetus's claim illustrates how the application of the full extent of
U.S. IPR in the form of patent protection could apply to agricultural
genetic engineering. A claim to a whole crop species is perhaps the ulti-
mate trump card in a serial stacking of competing patent claims. If such
203. Karol Wrage, Agracetus Claims Patent on 'All' Genetically Engineered Cotton: The Begin-
ning of First Big "Legal Monopolies" in Crop Development? AGBIoTECH. NEWS, Dec. 1992, at 1.
204. Id.
205. U.S. Patent 5,159,135, cl. 1.
206. Seed industry patent attorneys have several observations about the claimed cotton patent.
First, the work of the company was a true breakthrough in the genetic engineering of cotton, and
second, the company is reportedly making the patent widely available for licensing on reasonable
commercial terms. It should be noted that because the patent specifically covers the use of genetic
engineering, if a traditional plant breeder bred cotton to express any of the traits of a patented cotton
variety by finding the genes in nature and breeding them into a cotton variety it would not infringe
the terms of the patent. Of course, one would have to demonstrate the source of the genetic parent
material from which the trait was bred in order to counter charges that it was accomplished by using
the patented material itself.
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a broad-based patent is in fact possible, the ability of other researchers,
both public and private, to continue efforts to improve cotton would be
directly affected. Cotton producers would alse be directly affected be-
cause patents do not contain an express farmer crops exemption, as do
breeders' rights under the PVPA. As a result, farmers could not save
seed from one crop to plant the next year without being subject to allega-
tions of infringing the patent. In addition, the ability of a company, or
perhaps a series of companies, licensing the technology to claim the pat-
ented crop would create a mechanism for them to capture most or all of
the higher value engineered into the product. Farmers would pay more
for the improved genetics with perhaps the only "improvement" being
the higher profits of the companies marketing the seed.
4. Challenges to Calgene's Antisense Patent: What Is
Interference?
Calgene, a California based agricultural biotechnology company,
patented the "Flavr Savr" tomato, which incorporates a genetically engi-
neered antisense gene to allow for shipment and longer marketing of
riper and more flavorful tomatoes. The product has been approved for
commercialization by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and is
expected to be marketed by 1993. However, several legal challenges to
Calgene's lead have surfaced. As discussed above, another company has
claimed what amounts to a master patent to any use of antisense technol-
ogy. In addition, ICI Seeds, the U.S. branch of ICI International, has
been granted an "interference" by the U.S. Patent Office between the
"patent granted to Calgene in 1989 for the gene encoding for the tomato-
ripening enzyme (polygalacturonase) PG and its inhibition using an-
tisense RNA and ICI's 1986 application on a similar technology. "207
The concept of interference is a function of the U.S. patent system's reli-
ance on the concept of the "first inventor to fie," rather than the first-to-
file approach employed in many other countries. 208 Thus, the issue is
whether Calgene was truly the first company to invent the technology.
The granting of an interference means that a lengthy and complex pro-
ceeding may follow in which the two companies will try to demonstrate
207. Karol Wrage, Calgene/ICI Patent Interference, SEEDS & CROPS INDUSTRY J., Aug.-Sept.
1992, at 10.
208. The issue of harmonizing the U.S. patent system with the "first to file" approaches used in
other countries is now being considered in the U.S. See Karol Wrage, First-Inventor-to-File Is What
the Patent Reform Proposal Really Means, AGBIOTECH. NEWS, Oct. 1992, at 1. While the proposed
reform is controversial, the effect might be to simplify the priority of claims to new inventions and
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the invention was based on the work of their researchers. If ICI is found
to have invented first, then Calgene will have to license the use of the
technology from IC.
The dispute illustrates the uncertainty inherent in biotechnology
patent claims and the continued financial drain of defending patent chal-
lenges potentially confronted by biotechnology companies. One direct
effect will be the need for companies to quickly maximize the economic
return from their inventions when they are marketed. This will affect
both the prices that farmers are asked to pay for the genetic materials
and the methods used to produce the products. Companies will most
likely begin using very controlled methods, such as contract production
or even company owned production, in order to maintain greater control
over the release of the genetic material and a more direct ability to profit
from its added value.
This series of examples is useful in several regards. First, it illus-
trates concrete examples of how traditional concepts of intellectual prop-
erty law are being applied to agricultural biotechnology. Second, the
examples illustrate that there exists a range of unsettled legal issues in the
biotechnology arena relating to IPR. While this period of refinement
may be similar to what was experienced in the development of other
types of "new" intellectual property, the various legal issues may have
significant economic effects on the companies involved, both the winners
and losers. Third, the unsettled nature of IPR in plant genetics presents
an ironic contrast to the position the U.S. is forwarding on the interna-
tional stage. The U.S. position in GATT, NAFTA, and UPOV has been
to strive for adoption of our model of PIPR, in particular, the availability
of patents for plant varieties. Thus, while the application of patent law to
genetically engineered plants is still in some doubt at home, the U.S. has
not hesitated to make this approach the basis for international accords.
This in itself may be reasonable because the biotechnology industry ex-
pects IPR issues to ultimately be resolved, as they were for other forms of
new property. The industry view is that the U.S. will be in the best posi-
tion to both advance and standardize an international system of PIPR.
The problem may be that the uncertainty present in the U.S. system may
only be magnified when these same issues are presented for resolution in
international trade agreements, or in the courts of developing countries,
which are not receptive to resolving claims of ownership to plant genetic
resources and are not equipped to resolve such claims.
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B. Public Acceptance of Genetically Engineered Food: Will You Eat
It?
Another issue that will affect the U.S. biotechnology area is whether
the public will embrace the idea of consuming genetically altered food.
In May 1992, the U.S. took a major policy step toward accelerating the
movement of genetically engineered foods to the market when the FDA
proposed new rules to allow their sale without government testing or
labeling except in limited circumstances. 20 9 But the fact that official pol-
icy will allow the marketing of such foods does not mean a market will
develop. The Government's decision was greeted with strong support
from the biotechnology industry, but others see it as a threat to the safety
of America's food supply. The main opposition has come from the
Foundation for Economic Trends, controlled by Jeremy Rifkin, consid-
ered a policy gadfly by many in agriculture, who has long opposed re-
lease of genetically engineered organisms. Rifkin organized "The Pure
Food Campaign" to oppose the FDA action and to organize consumer
opposition to genetically engineered food. The goals of the campaign
include "mandatory premarket safety testing of all genetically engineered
foods and mandatory labelling of the entire contents of all genetically
altered foods."21 The campaign organized over one thousand chefs
from restaurants across the country who have agreed not to use geneti-
cally engineered foods in their kitchens. 211
Rifkin's efforts have not been in vain. In January 1993, Calgene
formally asked the FDA to approve as a food additive the antisense gene
it uses in the Flavr Savr tomato even though the action was not required
by law.212 The next week, Campbell Soup Company, which had con-
tracted with Calgene for the marketing rights to the Flavr Savr tomato
outside the U.S. as well as the processing rights in the U.S., announced it
"had no immediate plans to market a genetically engineered food prod-
uct." '213 While the companies involved said the announcement was not
209. 57 Fed. Reg. 22,984 (1992); see also Genetically Altered Food Moving Closer to U.S. Grocery
Shelves, DEs MOINES REG., May 27, 1992, at A3; FDA Issues Biotech Policy: Consumer Groups
Decry Labeling, Testing Shortfalls, NUTRITION WEEK, May 29, 1992, at 1. In November, the
USDA proposed new rules streamlining the process for providing notice of field testing for geneti-
cally engineered plants. 57 Fed. Reg. 53,036 (1992).
210. Fact Sheet on Genetically Engineered Foods, THE PURE FOOD CAMPAIGN, Aug. 1992.
211. Genetically Engineered Foods? Not in their kitchens, N.Y. TIMES, July 30, 1992.
212. Lawrence M. Fisher, Tomato Gene Is Submittedfor Approval, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 6, 1993, at
C4.
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the result of any threatened consumer boycott and would not affect fu-
ture plans to market Flavr Savr, Rifkin hailed the actions as victories,
claiming "[t]he bottom line is Campbell Soup has pulled the plug on their
own product." '214 In addition to his efforts to organize a consumer boy-
cott, Rifkin has threatened to lock the FDA and USDA in years of litiga-
tion if unlabeled, genetically engineered food is allowed to be
marketed.215
To its credit, Calgene filed for treatment of their gene as a food addi-
tive in order to address concerns that the public is being misled about the
safety of the product. However, only time will tell whether the efforts of
The Pure Food Campaign are only the actions of a vocal minority or
whether the public harbors serious concerns about eating genetically en-
gineered food.216 The expansion of PIPR and the growth of genetic engi-
neering in agriculture may challenge several public perceptions about the
food supply. In many ways the public considers the nation's food supply
and the bounty of agricultural research, in the form of increased harvests
and lower prices, to be a common good. Efforts by companies to claim
ownership in the food supply and manipulate it to increase profits may
cause the public to reevaluate the underlying rational behind public sup-
port for agricultural research or the granting of IPR in food products.
Concerns of this type have already arisen in legislative questions about
the direction of publicly funded biotechnology research, especially the
development of herbicide resistant plants. 217 A combination of social,
214. Id. The announcement helped drive the value of Calgene's stock down over 20% in two
weeks.
215. Gordon Carlson, Rffkin Threatens FDA, USDA with Legal Action, FEEDSTUFFS, Nov. 16,
1992, at 2.
216. See David N. Leff, Future Foods, WORLD MONITOR, Oct., 1992, at 30 (discussing the range
of genetically engineered food products approaching the market); Pamela Weintraub, The Coming of
the High-Tech Harvest, AUDUBON, July-Aug. 1992, at 92.
217. Whether genetic engineering will be used to develop pest resistant plants or to promote the
increased use of a safer generation of pesticides has become a major conflict in the U.S. See, e.g.,
George Anthan, Altered Crops Allow More Herbicide Use, DEs MOINES REG., Aug. 28, 1989, at Al;
George Anthan, Plant Geneticists Aim for Safer Herbicide Use, DES MOINES REG., Aug. 29, 1989, at
Al. The controversy over research on herbicide resistant crops led Senate Agricultural Committee
Chair, Patrick Leahy, to introduce legislation to prohibit using public funds for such research. See
George Anthan, Congress to Debate Money for Farm Research, DES MOINES REG., Dec. 7, 1991, at
A5. At stake in this debate is whether genetic engineering will produce a new generation of "biopes-
ticides," harnessing the natural pest fighting forces found in nature, or whether genetic engineering
will be used to promote continued reliance on pesticides. For example, in 1992 the California EPA
approved the use of a mycogen product "MVP," which has been genetically engineered to utilize a
toxin produced by bacillus thuringiensis (BT) to kill a range of caterpillars that threaten California
crops. See Kevin Thompson, Cal-EPA Approves First Genetically Engineered Biopesticides, CAL.
FARMER, Apr. 1992, at 69. For a recent book attacking the current trends in biotechnology, see
MICHAEL W. Fox, SUPERPIGS AND WONDERCORN: THE BRAVE NEW WORLD OF BIOTECHNOL-
OGY... AND WHERE IT ALL MAY LEAD (1992). For a contrasting and articulate vision of how
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ethical, environmental, or economic concerns could lead federal officials,
the courts, or consumers to place their own limitations on how quickly
the products of genetic engineering are commercialized.
VIII. CONCLUSION: WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR
RECOGNIZING PIPRs?
This article has explored a range of legal issues, both domestic and
international, concerning the development of IPR in plant genetic re-
sources. The range of issues illustrate the magnitude and complexity of
forces involved in this area. The article provides a snap shot in time of
the legal status of these issues. No doubt, if the issues are reexamined
one year or ten years from now, significant developments will have oc-
curred. Even given the fluid nature of the topic, it is possible however to
draw several conclusions about the state of the law. First, it is clear the
world is poised on the edge of a period of rapid expansion in the recogni-
tion of PIPR. The potential conclusion of the TRIPs Accord may serve
to greatly expand the role of UPOV in setting an international standard
for recognizing breeders' rights, a very significant development. Second,
the environnentalization of social concerns for preserving plant genetic
resources and the use of this basis for recognizing the legal rights of
countries of origins and indigenous farmers in plant genetic resources,
are equally significant. A central issue will be how these two develop-
ments can be reconciled so a race to claim PIPRs does not overrun the
recognition of farmers' rights or adversely effect efforts to conserve plant
genetic resources. Third, the development of plant prospecting agree-
ments, which recognize the claims of countries of origins and the neces-
sity for compensating these claims, may be a significant development in
reducing the tension between the North and South. It reflects how the
need to develop practical arrangements necessary to deal with present
concerns, in this case the development of new pharmaceuticals, may out-
pace development of international accords. Fourth, recent developments
in American agriculture, such as scrutiny of the farmer exemption under
the PVPA and the interest in identity-preserved production, illustrate
how intellectual property claims to plants may shape American agricul-
ture. All of these issues combine to create a highly legalized and, in some
ways, uncertain future both for the American biotechnology industry,
which depends on recognition of IPRs for its economic health, and
biotechnology can contribute to improving agricultural production throughout the world, see Don-
aid N. Duvick, The New Biology: A Union of Ecology and Molecular Biology, CHOICES, 4th Quarter
1990, at 4; Donald N. Duvick, Plant Breeding in the 21st Century, CHoicEs, 4th Quarter 1992, at 26.
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American agriculture, which depends on continued access to improved
genetics for future productivity. The resolution of these issues will in
part determine what role biotechnology will play in the future of agricul-
tural production and trade.
One issue associated with the expansion of PIPR, especially the use
of patents as is now occuring in the U.S., concerns the diversion of sub-
stantial resources to the legal sector to make and defend IPR claims.
Could these financial resources be better used for plant breeding, genetic
conservation,218 and technological developments? The uncertainty over
the application of patent law to living materials, as reflected in the indus-
try disputes now developing, as well as the potential for these types of
claims to mushroom both in number and complexity when applied on an
international scale, raise legitimate concerns about this approach. A fit-
ting analogy in American law may be the problems experienced in imple-
menting the Superfund program to clean up existing environmental
hazards. The perception is that a majority of funds have been spent not
on cleaning up threats to public health, but instead on legal fees in fights
to determine liability among potentially responsible parties.2 9
A sobering thought on the subject of claims of PIPR, for both bio-
technology companies and proponents of "farmer's rights," comes from
Otto Frankel, a respected academic authority on the world's plant ge-
netic resources. 220 Frankel warns, "[a] litigious world community insist-
ing on sovereign rights to what evolved long before the beginnings of
civilization is likely to lose in the long run what it tries to exploit in the
218. A significant international issue concerns the funding of efforts to preserve plant genetic
resources. One subissue is whether the public will adequately fund ex situ seed storage facilities,
such as in the USDA's National Seed Storage Laboratory (NSSL) in Ft. Collins, Colorado. In 1985,
Jeremy Rifkin and the Foundation on Economic Trends sued the USDA, alleging it had failed to
comply with the terms of the National Environmental Protection Act by failing to provide adequate
funding for the operation of the National Plant Germplasm System, especially to provide adequate
storage facilities in the National Seed Storage Laboratory. While the case was dismissed in January
1990, the suit focused public attention on the neglect of U.S. plant genetic conservation efforts and
helped lead to funding of a new facility in Ft. Collins. See, e.g., Ritkin Vows to Continue Germplasm
Battle Despite Recent Court Decision, DivERsrrY, at 22. Private groups, such as the nationally rec-
ognized Seed Savers Exchange, in Decorah, Iowa, are filling an important role by reserving heirloom
varieties of vegetable and fruit seeds no longer considered economically important by the seed indus-
try. For a discussion of the Seed Savers, see Ellen Ruppel Shell, Seeds in the bank Could Stave Off
Disaster on the Farm, SMITHSONIAN, Jan. 1990, at 94. More information about Seed Savers may be
obtained by writing: R.R. 3, Box 239, Decorah, Iowa 52101.
219. See Jerry Anderson, Removal or Remedial? The Myth of CERCLA's Two Response System,
18 COLUM. J. ENvTL. L., 103 (Spring 1993) (discussing the operation of CERCLA and the need for
reform).
220. Frankel is an honorary Research Fellow in the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization in Australia, and has written such leading works as, GENETIC REsOURCEs
IN PLANTs (1967) and CROP GENETIC RESOURCES (1975).
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short run." '22 1 Some public plant breeders question if patents on plant
varieties had existed thirty years ago, would their use have inhibited the
public plant breeding programs that produced the improved rice and
wheat varieties that fueled the Green Revolution - varieties which hun-
dreds of millions of people rely on today for sustenance?222 Conversely
private plant breeders ask how much broader might the genetic base be
today if breeders had not been able to make free use of patented parent
material, but instead had to search for new sources of genetic diversity?
The examples discussed in this article illustrate the range and significance
of the legal questions accompanying the debate over control and access
to plant genetic resources. The legal dimensions of these issues are clear,
as is the need for a well informed public.2 23 Granting patents to reflect
property ownership of genetic resources, especially when the genes are
naturally occurring, raises significant issues about society's concepts of
intellectual property.224 Thomas Jefferson, who also wrote the nation's
225dobcfirst patent law, was no doubt correct about the importance of adding
new plants to our agricultural heritage, but the question is whether Jef-
ferson would also have expected the person who "discovered" the plant
or the scientist who "engineered" the gene to be granted a legal right to
own it.
221. SEEDS AND SOVEREIGNTY: THE USE AND CONTROL OF PLANT GENETIC RESOURCES,
(Jack Kloppenburg ed., 1988), at 44.
222. The public plant breeding community is concerned about the impact patents on plant vari-
eties might have on breeding. For example, R.D. Plowman, the administrator of the Agricultural
Research Service of the USDA, reports that a recent examination of 140 important rice accessions
shows the ancestry of all can be traced to twenty-two introductions in the southern rice belt and
twenty-three introductions in the western rice belt. He asks, "What if the genes of several of these
ancestral lines had been unavailable or financially out of reach of the breeders?" See R.D. Plowman,
Intellectual Property Protection of Plants-ARS Perspective, in proceedings from a conference enti-
tled "Intellectual Property Rights: Protection of Plant Materials," sponsored by the Crop Science
Society of America, Jan. 26-28, 1993, Washington DC, at 37 (on file with author).
223. The single most valuable resource for staying abreast of developments concerning the
world's plant genetic resources is a quarterly publication, Diversity. Diversity is billed as "a news
journal for the international plant genetic resources community" and is full of timely and insightful
articles and news stories, many on legal issues, concerning the use of plant genetic resources. Sub-
scriptions may be obtained by writing: DIVERSITY, 4905 Del Ray Ave., Suite 401, Bethesda, Mary-
land 20814. A valuable resource for coverage of developments within the agricultural genetics
industry is Seed & Crops Industry Journal, published by Freiberg Publishing Co., 2302 West First
Street, Cedar Falls, Iowa 50613, which also publishes AgBiotechnology News.
224. The 1990 Farm Bill, Pub. L. No. 101-624, § 1632, 104 Stat. 3744 (codified at 7 U.S.C.
§ 5841 (1990), establishes a "National Genetic Resources Program" for directing U.S. policy on
conservation and use of plant genetic resources. The program is administered by the USDA, which
appointed Dr. Henry Shands as the first Assistant Deputy Administrator for Genetic Resources.
The law also establishes a nine-member National Genetic Resources Advisory Council to advise the
Department. See New Leadership Takes the Reins of the U.S. Genetic Resources Program, DIVER-
SITY, vol. 8, No. 2, 1992, at 24; Secretary Madigan Appoints U.S. National Genetic Resources Coun-
cil, DIVERSITY, vol. 8, No. 4, 1992, at 27.
225. 2 DUMAS MALONE, JEFFERSON AND His TIME 281-285 (1951).
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